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True is a transfer from GorNormal school and ls major,
in education. Last year she
1warded the Marla S. Appleton
arshlp
Woodman scholarships are
jed to deserving students with
scholastic record through
bequest made by the late
les F. Woodman of Auburn.
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Eleven Knox County Stu- Rationing Board Gives Im
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
The Thomaston Motor Corps Fresh Pears Are Removed—
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O PULLER
What May Be Bought
dents Registered As Fresh
Members Have Bought One
portant Notice With Oct.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
In October
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
men At Orono College
For Themselves Through
22 As Deadline
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Blue Stamp foods for October
was established and consol dated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Citizens
’ Aid*
Eleven students from Rockland,
Renewal applications for short was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
___
comprise the same listing as that

two from West Rockport and one
each from North Haven and Vinal
haven and Thomaston have reg
istered as Freshmen at the'Univer
sity of Maine, in the class of 1946,
the largest entering class in the
history of the University with a
total registration of more than 600
men and women. Students en
rolled from this area are:
Rockland—(Bradford Ames, Doug
las Cooper, Arthur Schofield, K. C.
Rankin, Jr., Pauline Spear, John
Crockett, Harrison Dow, Philip
.French, William Hopkins, Eloise
Law and Bernard Ramsdell.
Thomaston—Richard Whitney.

West Rockport----- (Daniel An
drews and Hazel Nutt.
V inalhaven—Kenneth Anderson.

I* ’ ";-

>

North 'Haven—Or ace Beverafge.

J

The Rotary Club
Toronto Convention Is Describer In Entertaining
Manner By Harold
Clifford

ims, little brims,
s everything in
desire in both

Rotarians heard a fine account
at their meeting Friday of the In
ternational Convention at Toronto,
from Harold Clifford, who repre
sented Rockland and Damariscotta
as well as his own club, Boothbay
Harbor, at the convention.
Mr. Clifford spoke with enthusi
asm of Rotary contacts an educa
tion gained from such a gathering.
He paid glowing tribute to Paul
Harris, founder of Rotary, who was
among the speakers. Mr. Clifford
then described in an interesting
way his tour of Canada which took
him to Edmonton, Clagary, Winni
peg, and Vancouver. “A splendid
talk," was the verdict of Rockland
Rotarians.

1

1/

At the conclusion of the meeting,
President Maurice Lovejoy present
ed the speaker with two books, in
recognition of his services to the
club.
C. W. Babb, Camden; Oeorge W.
Scott, Belfast; and Victor Marshall
of Augusta were visiting Rotarians
and Andrew Stratton of Plymouth,
Mass., Was a guest.

Tire Certificates
War Price and Rationing Board

7-1 announces the Issuance of the
following certificates for the week
ending Oct. 3:
New Truck, Bus and Passenger
Car Tires

Harold' P. Snowman, Rockland.

term supplemental gasoline rations These papers consolidated March 17, 1867.
have been receivable at the office
of the local Rationing Board since
Sept. 22. In order to insure an un
[EDITORIAL]
interrupted supply of gasoline,
most of these renewals must be
That the Republicans will gain quite a
completed by Oct. 22.
few Congressional seats, but that the Demo
THE TURN
Experience has taught that too
crats will remain in the majority, is the
OF THE
many people wait until the last
conclusion reached by the Gallup poll, taken
TIDE
day or so and then stand in line
one mopth in advance of the November
wasting their own time, overwork
elections. Interviews in selected areas the past fortnight show
ing the Rationing Board and its
these figures. Estimated Democratic seats, 248; estimated
clerical force, and accomplishing
Republican seats, 183; other parties. 4. These figures are
nothing that could not have been
based upon an extremely light vote—perhaps 30.000.0CO. On
done in more orderly fashion.
the basis of 40,000,000 attending the polls the figures. Dr.
Notice is hereby given that the
Gallup says, would be 270 and 160; and on the basis of
local Board will not take extraordi
50.000,000. they would be 284 and 136. The chief Republican
nary measures to care for a laAt
gains are likely to come in the Middle Atlantic and the East
minute rush. If you must make a
Central areas, the band of States stretching from New York
Renewal application, get it now
and New Jersey westward to Illinois ajid Michigan. That is
You will get just as much—or as
where the past two weeks’ polling has indicated the greatest
little—gasoline as you will if you
proportion of Democratic seat lasses.
wait until the last day.
Applicants for renewal are asked
to note carefully the following re
Travel by night throughout our darkquirements, with which they must
DANGER
ened
city, especially during a blackout, Ls
comply:
IN THE
nothing if not extremely hazardous, and the
(1) All the requirements that
DARK
policy of urging the citizens to remain in
applied to an original application
their own domicile aftei- the alert has
als<f apply to a renewal, unless the
sounded
is
undoubtedly
a wise one. But within the environ
applicant’s
circumstances
have
ments of our own homes danger lurks, as evidenced in the last
changed.
blackout when one woman suffered a broken leg by falling
(2) Requests for renewals may
down
stairs. Tiny flashlights are invaluable and certainly
be sent in by mail, but the appli
everybody
should respect the heed of caution.
cant must personally sign the re

newal certification in the apace
provided. Signature by an agent
is not permissable.
(3) Vehicle registration certifi
cate need not be mailed in with
the renewal application, but it
must be presented when the appli
cant appears for his ration book
(4) Ration books will not be
mailed to the applicant. They must
be applied for in person at the
Board office.
(5) A renewal ration does not
become effective, and may not be
used, until after the expiration date
of the current ration.
(6) Books must be turned in to
the local Board within five days
after expiration.
This applies
whether or not there are coupons
left in the book.
(7) Those who must make re
newal applications will be notified
by mail of the day and time when
they should appear for renewal. In
order that the matter be handled
in a systematic way these noticesshould be strictly complied with.
Forrest W. Morris, Port Clyde.
Rockland Fuel Co., Rockland.
George W. Scott, Rockland.
Maynard H. Gardner. Port Clyde,
W. H. Hahn, M. D., Friendship.
Grade B, Passenger Car Tires

COATS
$69.50
al Tax

Orrin A. Treat, Jr., Thomaston.

Cecil Craig, Rockland.
Uno E. Keto, Thomaston.
Vernard K. Barnes. Rockland.

HEY, KIDDIES!

FREE
SALVAGE SCRAP SHOW

NEXT SATURDAY MORNING
AT 9.30 O’CLOCK

Retreads—Passenger

Car A Track

Russell E. Bartlett, Rockland.

Blake B. Annis, D. C., Rockland.
William O. Norwood, Hope.
Elmer E. Joyce, Camden.
Hartwell Davis, Friendship.

Any Child Admitted Free bring
ing either
5 LBS. SCRAP METAL

:oats

er
2 LBS. SCRAP RUBBER
(No Tin or Paper Accepted)
GET IN THE SCRAP, KIDS’
Bring any eld Pots, Pans, Pipe,
Grates any old metal, or Scrap
Rubber and see a Free Movie.
Show Starts 9 JO Sharp
Doors Open at 9.00 A. M.
LETS PILE IT UP!
93-94

CHICKEN SUPPER
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
OCT. 7

The W.P.A., which proved such an im
portant factor in the construction of the.
Rockland Municipal Airport, will not be
WANING
concerned in the new airport program, ac
W. P. A.
cording to State Administrator John C.
Fitzgerald, who has lately returned from Washington. The
impression around the National Capitol is couched in the ex
pressive words “washed up,” the unemployed, for the most
part, being well taken care of by the extraordinary demand
for labor.
THE

Of tremendous historical value are
SACRIFICING those cannon which Gen. Henry Knox
FAMOUS
dragged from Fort Ticonderoga in the dead
CANNON
of Winter, to drive the British out of Bos
ton during the American Revolution. Shall
these sacred mementoes of the American Revolution be sac
rificed on the scrap heap? That is a very vital question in
which the County named in the General’s honor should have
a vital interest. Here is what the Boston Herald said edi
torially on the subject:
“One of the cannon that Gen. Henry Knox dragged on
sledges from Fort Ticonderoga to drive the British from Bos
ton in the Revolution has been hauled from the Cambridge
Common to go into the scrap drive. It and two others on the
Common are reputed to be the only pieces of the first Ameri. can artillery in existence. The move of the Cambridge Council
to consign them to the war effort has aroused antiquarians
and patriotic societies.
“Should they be spared? The amount of metal they rep
resent will hardly make the difference between victory and
defeat. But their preservation might be taken by the general
public as a sign that the need for scrap was less urgent than
it is. They might become to various persons an excuse for
cherishing family relics that should go into the drive because
in the aggregate they represent a tremendous amount of
vitally needed material. We cannot afford the slightest slack
ening in the public zeal for gathering scrap.
“On the other hand, these guns are unique. They sym
bolize something very precious, something we are fighting for
today. Even these we will sacrifice when the time comes, but
before then let us use the less sacred things. We should, per
haps, establish a priority list for salvage of public objects, with
these cannon well down toward the end, to be taken, say, just
before the Liberty Bell, but after the fences around Harvard
and the Boston Common.
“For the present these cannon will not be scrapped. But
those who continue to see them on the Common should be re
minded of the sacrifices of their forefathers, and. sacrifice
their own time and energy for a similar cause."
The decidedly practical suggestion is made by Dudley M.
Holman that the Knox Memorial Association pledge itself to *
supply three times as much scrap as could be obtained from
these cannon, and protest against their conversion into scrap.
The proper place for their safekeeping is at the Knox Me
morial ‘Montpelier,’ ” says Mr. Holman, who adds that a sym
pathetic response would probably be forthcoming from Gov.
Sal to ns tall of Massachusetts, if the matter were brought to his
attention.

Maple Orange Hall
North Waldoboro
PRICE 60 CENTS

a*

AN EMERGENCY NEED

MOTOR CORPS
The City of Rockland needs Firemen very

DANCE

ROCKLAND UNIT

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7

At The Armory, Spring St.
BATES' ORCHESTRA
Admission 35c, 85c, plus Ux
Servioemen 20c pits tax

badly, members of the regular department
and auxiliary alike.

extremely serious.

This need is acute and

The draft and

war in

dustries have depleted the man power of the
department until a highly dangerous shortage
exists.

Dancing 9 to 1

Furless
Colors!

The Motor Corps has bought a for September, with the exception
panel truck for use as an ambulance of fresh pears, which have been re
tn its defense work. Heretofore it moved from the current list, it was
has relied entirely upon beach announced today by Charles M.
wagons which have been generouslv Quinn, local representative of the
loaned by three townspeople, and Agricultural Marketing Administra
while the use of these will be con tion, in charge of Stamp Program
tinued in the future, it was deemed operations here.
Mr. Quinn pointed out that the
necessary by the Motor Corps, both
variety
of fresh vegetables and
because of its additional duty of
staples,
including enriched flour
regularly transporting donations of
and
fresh
eggs, available in extra
blood from Knox Hospital to Dam
amounts
to
some 3,000.003 public
ariscotta. and because of the scar
aid
persons,
helps
raise the nation’s
city of tires, that it should have
health
level
and
at
the same time
available for use at all times at least
helps
stabilize
farmers'
markets.
one ambulance. This group of ef
This
stabilization
device
helps
ficient women have the reputation
maintain
the
high
food
production
cf being the best trained of the.
defense personnel. Their time has necesssary to meet wartime needs.
Removal of pears from the Blue
been freely given, over a long pe
riod, to training comparing to that Food Stamp list, Mr. Quinn added
of a regular Army ambulance is in accordance with the U. S. De
corps. It has included motor me partment of Agriculture's wartime
chanics, flrst aid, map reading, con program, designed to make best
voy duty, close order drill, stretcher use of the nation’s food supply by
bearing, and rifle practice. In ad encouraging, where needed, the
dition to this program of hard work market support of seasonal over
it has had the ener gy and spirit, to supplies of perishable crops.
The Complete Blue Stamp Food
earn the money for all its equip
ment which includes stretchers, list issued by the Agricultural
blankets, first aid kits and uni Marketing Administration for the
forms. And now it has undertaken month of October In all Stamp
to furnish payment for its own am Program areas is as follows: Fresh
bulance, the money for which has apples, all fresh vegetables includ
been advanced by five public spirited ing Irish and sweet potatoes, shell
citizens, for whose encouragement eggs, com meal, hominy (corn)
and aid the Corps is deeply grateful. | grits, dry edible beans, wheat flour
It also bespeaks the help of the enriched wheat flour, self-rising
rest of the town in supporting the I flour, enriched self-rising flour, and
means which it proposes to take to whole wheat (graham) flour.
raise the money for repayment of
the debt it has incurred, the first of
Lincoln Baptists
which will be the Halloween party
and dancing -Oct. 30. The Corps
stands ready day or night for service Hold Their Fall Meeting In
‘ for the common good in case of
Camden Baptist Church
emergency in any part of Knox
Friday
County. Besides, lt takes its part
in the defense work of our town,
The Fall meeting of the Lincoln
rendering first aid and ambulance Baptist Association will be held at
service.
the Chestnut Street Baptist Church
The organization which is rec Camden, Friday, commencing at
ommended as worthy of confidence 9.30 a. m. Rev. Melvin H. Dorr,
and support, ls made up thus: Alta Jr„ minister of the host church, is
Noble captain, Barbara Batchelder the moderator of the association
1st lieutenant, Hazel Anzaloyne 2d
During the morning there will be
lieutenant, Annie Rogers, Edna a women’s group meeting, Mrs
Keyes, Olive Fales, Ruth Maxey, Alice Libby of Burnham, adminis
Pearl MacFarland, Betty Barton, trative vice president, speaking on
Ella Andrews, Elizabeth Carter, the subject, “The Forward Look,”
Ingrid Nelson, Priscilla Robinson, and Mrs. Mabel Hatch of Pittsfield,
Charlotte Caddy, Margaret Morton, secretary of the State World Wide
Catherine Carroll, Helen Elliot.
Guild, speaking on the topic, “Lift
Every Tuesday at 7.30 at Watts High the Banner.
hall a drill meeting is held. Rifle
Speakers at the men’s group
practice is held at the State Police meeting will be Rev. H. T. Littorin
Barracks at 7 Thursdays. The of Waterville, his subject, “Our
Corps is in need of recruits and Evangelistic Program,” and Rev. J.
invites anyone interested, who can S. Pendleton of Waterville, topic,
qualify, to Join.
“Our Missionary Program."
The Missionary address, before

Lady Knox Chapter

the entire assembly at 11.30 a. m.,
will be by Mrs. A. F. Ufford, mis
Lady Knox Chapter, Daughters sionary who recently returned from
of the American Revolution, held East China. Dinner will be served
their October! meeting) yesterday at 12.30.
afternoon with Mrs. Walter Ladd.
The business session will open at
Those assisting the hostesses were 1.30 and will include welcome to
Mrs. Donald H. Fuller, Miss Marion ( new pastorS( rea(jjng ol reports and
Weidman, Mrs. J. F. Rich, and Mrs, I appointment of committe€s Mrs
Annie Simmons. There were ^6 Ufford will address the group at
present.
1.45 and this will be followed by,
In the absence of the Regent, prayer period, women’s conference,
Mrs. George L. St. Clair presided. eleotion and installation of officers,
The resignation of Mrs. E. Carl
laymen’s conference, Millard Hart
Moran as Regent, was read. Acpresiding, Christian education con
Won to be taken at the November
ference and presentation of denomi
meeting.
national program. Speakers will be
A moment of silent prayer was
Adin L. Hopkins, “Emergency
observed for three members of the
Fund”; Arthur K. Walker, “Stew
Chapter recently deceased—Mrs.|
ardship”; Herman M. Hart, “M. &
Euretta Annatoyn, Mrs. Helen
M. Plan,” and Rev. Charles A. Mar
Carlson and Miss Ada Perry.
staller, “Evangelism.” Supper will
It was voted to purchase the book
j
“Sons of Liberty” for a Southern be at 5.30.
The evening session will open at
Children’s Club, sponsored by “The
7
o’clock with song service con
Correct Use ef the Flag” committee.
ducted
by Chester O. Wyllie of
A fine report of the Fall State
Warren.
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman
meeting, held at Brunswick In Sep
of
Rockport
will lead the worship
tember, was given by Mrs. Charles
period.
Following
special music and
Rose.
Supt. F. L. S. Morse was present • reP°rts of committees, Mrs. Mabel
as guest speaker. He gave many Hatch will talk on “Inspiration for
historical facts regarding the Pe the World Wide Guild” and Rev
nobscot Bay region and interspersed A. S. Bishop of Warren will ad
his talk with original poems, both dress the convention on the sub
serious and humorous. The after ject, “The Commission and Passion
that is Laid Upon Us.”
noon was much enjoyed.
Tea was served at the conclusion
The northwest comer of New
of the program.
Mexico is the only one in the Unit
Putting your best foot forward is ed States common to four state
okay—tout you make progress only boundaries. Arizona, Utah, Colo
if you pull the other one along, too. rado and New Mexico meet here.

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 93.

The Black Cat
- ..

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

services to the very grave need on the home
front.

Please report to or send your name to

A Rockland merchant found
Wonderful games those In the
himself in a state of great perplex World Series completed yester
ity yesterday forenoon when he day. and the result seems to have
discovered that he had1 not given
been gratifying the country over.
a customer sufficient change by
$5. The customer was a woman Hats off to that wonderful St.
with whom he was not acquainted, Louis team which overcame a ninebut as soon as he learned of the game lead, to win the National
mistake he hastened up and down League pennant and which took
the street in a vain
attempt to find four straight games to win the
•
her. He promptly entered an ad world’s championship.
vertisement for today’s paper—
and perhaps. The Black Cat may
I was much pleased yesterday to
help.
celve a fraternal call from John
Gould, publicity man for the De
What Knox County family has partment of Sea and) Shore Fisher
the largest number of boys in the ies. A very busy department, and
vsef-vice? We have read of two or offers much information of pub
three Maine towns where parents lic interest. Mr. Gould plans to
have four sons thus engaged and extend the work so ably conduct
it has led us to wonder how the ed at intervals by Dick Reed, now
stars are running in our own dis with the armed forces in Colorado.
trict.
One year ago: The Knox County
A mystic is like a blind man in a
dark room chasing a black cat that teachers’ convention was held in
Camden, Miss Mary E. Taylor of
isn’t there.—N. W. L.
Camden being elected president—
Richard Karl, of Rockland who The Rockland Boat Shop launched
is with the armed forces in the the dragger Itlldo.—©ix hundred
West saw the ©t. Louis Cardinals attended) the Hotel Rockland re
win their first game in the World ception — Five Friendship boys
Series at St. Louis last Thurs were in Municipal Court charged
day. Karl who is a son of Mr. and with building a fire in the public
Mrs. Donald L. Karl of Rockland, highway — Richard Irving was
is a baseball fan from the ground struck by a motor car and badly in
up, and was possibly the only jured'—Rockland High beat Skow
Rockland man who saw either hegan 12 to 0—Doris Borgerson
game in the Missouri metropolis. was appointed' assistant to Dr.
Eight members of the Rockland Hovey of the Bates College history
Fire Department are with the department.—Among the deaths:
Armed forces, and this fact coupled Union, Mrs. Fred E. Burkett, 76;
with the many who are working South Thomaston, J .Merrill Bart
in the Bath and South Portland lett, 84; Camden, Cora L. Grinnell,
shipyards, tells why the depart- ' 79; Tenant’s Harbor, I. H. Balano,
ment is handicapped to the point 90; Union, Mrs. Henry Ames; Vi
which would make a fire extremely I nalhaven, Pierce A. White, 57;
hazardous for Rockland.
Camden, Henry W. Rolfe, 86.

Blacks vs. Blues

8ECVB1D BV tISTBD STOCKS ANO BONDS

ROCKLAIB) SAVINGS BANK
btaNfcMUM.

VAN E. RUSSELL,
Chief Engineer
Central Fire Station, Spring St., City.

Osteopath Meeting

Co. L of Rockland Has Inter Members of Tri-County As
sociation Entertained By
esting Experiences In the
a Magician
Maneuvers
Company L, Maine State Guard,
Capt. Burton C. White, in com
mand, took part in the maneuvers
Sunday, the opposing Jorces being
Federal troops, designated the
“Blacks,” and State Guard units,
designated “Blues.”
Capt. White flrst received word
that paratroops had landed at
Knox Comer and the local company
was mobilized and ordered to Bel
fast. The situation at Knox Cor
ner had been taken care of by
Company N. of Belfast and
Company L., was then ordered to
Winterport, where an armistice of
one hour was taken up with lunch.
The company was next ordered
to. the Bangor armory and then
sent out to Kenduskeag. Conflicts
during the afternoon caused sev
eral “casualties,” but the Rockland
company made a good showing,
and while in ambush at one time,
‘wiped out” one of the groups of
‘Blacks” which came upon them
rather unexpectedly.
Action was all over at 5 p. m„
and all went to the Bangor armory
for a fine supper.
Officers of Company L, other
than Captain White, are First
Lieut. Harold Brown and Second
Lieut. Ernest L. Whitney, both of
Camden.

The Tri County Association of
Osteopathy, including osteopaths of
Waldo, Knox and Lincoln counties,
met for dinner at Hotel Rockland
Saturday night, in observance of
the 50th anniversary of the found
ing of Osteopathy.
The group was entertained by
Tahman Conrad of Thomaston, a
magician, and there was a round
table on professional topics. Dr.
Verne Rice of Belfast, presided, and
guests of the association were. Dr.
and Mrs. Oeorge petts, Dr. and
Mrs. Scott Colpitts, Dr. Martha
Gifford, Dr. and Mrs. Arnold Hovey,
all of Bangor, Dr. William Gifford
and Dr. and Mr®. Burleigh Larlee
of Old Town.
Members present were Dr. and
Mrs. Franklin Randolph, Waldo
boro, Dr. and Mrs. Charles DIPerri,
Wiscasset. Dr. and Mrs. Clyde
Perry of Bristol, Dr. and Mrs.
Irving Tuttle, Union, Dr. James
Kent and Dr. and Mrs. Edwin L.
Scarlott, Rockland. Dr. and Mrs.
H. J. Pettapiece, Camden, and Dr.Rice.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Tf I had my life to live again X
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The toes of these
tastes ls a lose of happiness —Charlea
Darwin.
SEA SPEECH

Soft on the ear
The silver kote

MOBILIZATION
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11

ON IMPROVED BEAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS

'

(By The Roving Reporter)

Every man who can is urged to volunteer his

WANTED

i

2.30 P. M.

Rockland Civilian Defense Units
There will be incidents for each unit

TRAFFIC WILL PROCEED AS USUAL
BUT AT REDUCED SPEED-

SEE SPECIAL

FIRE PREVENTION FEATURE
FAGES 4 AND 5

Of the bright sea's
Eternal rote.
Here ls a song
That ls Immortal,
Like a low wind
At some low portal
Spindrift and gulls
Wing aeuddlng by;
A leaning sail
On a Summer sky.
Here ls the fall
Of spray to the hand;
Here ls the tide-pool.
Kelp and sand.
Surf and surge ,
On a pebbly beach—
And the bright sea's

Eternal speech.

Harold Vlqai

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 6,1942

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Rockland High Lost To Hal Poem Written Early In Civil
lowell By That Slim
War Applies To Situ
Margin
ation Today

Blessed is the man whom thou

choosest ... to
thee.—^Ps. 65:4

Michael

approach

Shayne

Takes

unto

Over

Author. Bre’t Halliday. Published
by Henry Holt and Company,
New York.
This is about “Tops" in the gory
and tough class of mystery detec
tive stories, and it’s so hard boiled
that it shrivels the reader into a
feeling of numbness with the rap
idity of action ln hair-raising ex
periences.
Michael Shayne is a daring Mi
ami. Florida, private detective who
knows how to make friends and
fears no enemies. He has both
brain and brawn; both of which he
uses to his own advantage never
forgetting pay day.
The book holds four book-length
adventures of the toughest detec
tive of our times. They are “Di
vided on Death,” “Private Practice
of Michael Shayne.’ The Un
complaining Corpses'’ and ‘'Bodies
Are Where You Find Them.’’ If
one is looking for thrills in his
reading. Michael Shayne will give
it.

The characters are drawn with
photographic clearness, the action
is never heavy or slow', honesty
■would name it bloodthirsty and
filled with quite enough lethal
high-jinks to suit the most gory
minded reader. Well bound, well
printed but over heavy.
K. S. F.

Glass Mountain.
Mary Frances Dover.

A Novel by
Doubleday,

IDoran Publishers, New York.
This is essentially a story of
Chautaugua life and its deep and
spreading influence on the char
acters in this story of 50 years
past. Its locale ls the Great Bakes
country, w’here Miss Dover has
shown such agreeable ability to
to create characters that live in
the hearts of her readers as real
friends.
Here is found love, romance and
vitality that Ls heart-warming.
Those of us who live in meihory
and experience of the best of
Chautauqua years realize the
greatness of its influence in giving
to far removed country sections of
her nation educative benefits that
were life giving and uplifting to
many who were otherwise denied
the chance to listen to excellent
lectures, brilliant musicians and all
sorts of chalk-talkers and enter
tainers that were gathered from
the four corners of this land and
abroad.
The strange interweaving of
destinies is well sustained, and the
lovable characters hold heart in
terest. Eeiie adventures and hap
penings, triumphant successes in
relentless and dogged character
portrayal are clearly drawn. A
truly American background, highly
worthy with its realistic hazards
and spirit. Read and be well en
tertained.
K. S. F.

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
6TATEMENT

Off"

THE

OWNERSHIP

MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION. ETC..

REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON
GRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912.
OF
THE COURIER - GAZETTE.
PUB
LISHED
EVERY TUESDAY
AND
FRIDAY. AT ROCKLAND. MAINE
FOR OCTOBER. 1. 1942
State of Maine, County of Knox, SS.
Before me, a Notary public ln and
for the State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared F. A. Winslow, who
having been duly sworn according to
law. deposes and says that he is the
Associate Editor of Tlie Courier-Ga
zette, and that the following ls, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the ownership, man
agement. the circulation, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required
the Acrt of August 24, 1912, embod
ied ln section 441 Postal Laws and
Regulations.
X. That the names and addresses of
the publisher and editor are: Publisher,
The Courier-Gazette, Rockland. Me.
Editor. F. A. Winslow. Rockland. Me.
Associate Editor. MS*. W. O. Fuller.
Rockland. Me., Business Manager, J.
M. Richardson, Rockland, Me
2. That the owners are The CourierGazette, Rockland, Me. and (stock
holders owning, or holding 1 percent
or more of the total amount of stock)
Kathleen S. Fuller. F. A. Winslow. N
8. Perry. H. G. Cole. o. F Hills. J
M. Richardson, all of Rockland. Me.
3. That the known bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security holders,
owning or holding 1 percent or more
of total amount- of bonds, mortgages
or other securities are; (There are

none).
4. That

the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, If
any, contain not only the list of stock
holders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company,
but also ln cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the
books of the company aa trustee or ln
any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting, ls given; also
that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circum
stances and condTdons under which
stockholders and security holders who
do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustee-* hold stock and
securities ln a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant
has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has
any Interest direct or Indirect ln the
said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated by him.
5. That the* average number of
copies of each Issue of tlj.is publication
6Old or distributed through the mails
or otherwise, to paid subscribers dur
ing the six months preceding the date
6hown above ls 5783
(This Informa
tion ls required from dally publica
tions only, but The Courier-Gazette
waives the exemption).
F. A WINSLOW
•
Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
Bept. 30, 1942.
DC TEACH.
(My commission expires Feb. 5, 1948.)

“We Are Coming”.

By One Touchdown j

Pvt. Cecil Arringtcn. son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Ar^ngton of Ap
pleton. is the guest of his parents.
Pvt. Arrington is stationed in Ok
lahoma.
• • • ♦
Sgt. N. C. Earle of Ncrth Ando
ver, Mass., has been transferred
from Mobile, Ala., to Fort Crock
ett, Gaveston. Texas. He is a
member of the 433d Bombing
Squadron. Mrs. Earle, the former
Miss Elizabeth Till, ls residing in
Galveston.
• • • •
Harold E. Gerrish. Jr., son cf Mr

and Mrs. Harold E. Gerrish, 2
James street, is home on a sevei
days leave, having graduated fron
the U. S. Training Station jit New
port, R. I.
• * ♦ •
Paul A. Pietroski, son of Mr. an
Mrs. L. B. Pietroski. is to repor
Monday for active army .duty a
Fort Devens, Mass. Mr. Pietroski
who has been spending several day
at home, has been employed in i
wool warehouse in South Boston.
• • • *
Sgt. Rcbert Reid of the 241s
Coast Artillery, stationed at Foi
Revere, Mass., has returned to dut
after spending a furlough with hi
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Rei.
at 30 High street, Camden.

cate General's Department. Pemi aid, a lawyer by profession and for■ mer member of the Maine State
Legislature, enlisted in the* Army
as a private shortly after the
United States entered the war.
*

• » • ♦

Kenneth T Drinkwater, (AS.)
7-1-CC9 writes thus:
“This is frem a “new" Navy man
and a pupil of the Advanced
Training School at South Rich
mond. Va. Wf arrived here about
1C7 of us, from boot training at
Newport. R I. to study Deisel En
gineering.

“Navy life is great, all except beng so tar from home, and that
?ocn wiil be remedied, to a cerain extent, by having copies of
The Courier-Gazette sent to me by
Lfrs. Jasper Drinkwater of Spruce
lead. We like to know what the
oiks at heme are doing just as
nuch as they like to hear
us
lere in camp.
“Perhaps it would be well for
ne to mention, for benefit of those
vho arc thinking of joining the
Navy, that it is a great outfit.
The food, to the most of us, is as
ood as it would be at home, even
hough it may not be served in
uch a manner, and there is plenty
jf it.
♦ • * *
“Here at school, everyone sleeps
Capt. Ralph Norton, assistan' jn a spring, double cot with upper
marine superintendent at the Arm; md lower berths. Each man has
base, Brooklyn, N. Y., is spending m individual locker for clothes
a few days at his home ir ind personal articles. It surely is
i great life.’’
Rockland.
# * * ♦
• * » •
Jchn Frederick Nystrom who has
Pfc. Waino A. MaCkie of Fort
been in Iceland since the war be 3ragg, N. C, has been visiting his
gan, and who escaped uninjured jarents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor
when the cruiser carrying him was Mackie cf Long Cove, on a 15-day
torpedoed, visited his Rockland furlough.
• • * •
home last week, greeted with much
The names of two Knox County
pleasure by many friends. From
men were on the list of naval avia
here he went to Massachusetts.
♦ A ♦ •
tion cadets released Sunday by the
Maine furnished 600 recruits tc Navy’s Flight Selection Board, 150
the United States Navy during the Causeway street. They are: Rlchmonth of September. By midnight irri S. Brown, 19, son of Mr. and
of the 30th, the 600 mark had al Mrs. Nestor S. Brcwn, 188 Maver
ready been passed. The number ick street, Rockland. He is a
of recruits signing up for the Navy graduate of Rcckland High School.
in Maine is steadily advancing Robert A. Learned, 21, son of Mr.
each month. To the 600 mark, this and Mrs. Angus Learned, Owl’s
district has contributed well over Head. He is a graduate of Rock
100 recruits, Chief Saindon an land High School, Class of 1938,
nounced. It is expected1 that the and P. G. Lee Academy, where he
quota for the month of October was awarded letters in hockey and
•
will be boosted to 200 men a week. track.
• ♦ • #
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Brown of
Names of recent blood donors:
Alice George, Thomaston; Ardelle South Thomaston have heard from
Stanford, Warren; Hjordis Thor their sons who are in the armed
valdsen, Glen Cove; Sybil Ander forces. Their addresses are: Pvt.
sen, Owls Head; Eleanor Fredette Laroy Brcwn, Co. A 1st Tng. Bn.,
Owl’s Head; Edith Candage. Rock ith Platoon. Camp Wheeler, Chi.
land; Flora Chapman, Warren; Pvt. Richard A. Brown. Flight B.
Madeline Hall, Warren; Marion 522-591st T.SB., Keesler Field, Miss.
* * * *
Ilves, Warren; Marion Pease,
William
A.
Bruce, 24, of Vinal
Rockland.
• ♦ ♦ •
haven. son of Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Edward Lakeman, former Rock ander Bruce, has completed his
land boy, is one of three recrulti basic Naval training at the Station
accepted fo# the four months in Newport, R. I. and following sev
course in the Naval Technical eral days’ leave will be assigned to
School at Newport, R I There a Navy trade or technical school
were 300 applicants for the posi for special instruction, a shore base,
tions. Young Lakeman is a sen oi or ship of the U. S. Fleet. Bruce
Mrs. George W Roberts.
was graduated in 1936 from Lincoln
• * • •
High School, where he was on the
Ensign Everett Frohock reported baseball team. Prior to enlistment
for active service at the Naval he was employed as a machinist
Training Station in South Boston, by the Whit in Machine Works of
yesterday. Mrs. Frohock and son Whitinsville. Mass. At this Station
Stephen, who have been guests of he received instruction in the
Dr. and Mrs. Frohock, have gone fundamentals of Seamanship and
for a visit with her parents in underwent drills and calisthenics
Elmhurst. Ill.
to prepare him for service at sea
• • • •
or ashore, wherever the Navy Bu
Word has been received thfit reau of Personnel finds he is need
Corporal Harley J. Morrison cf the ed most.
Signal Corps, has been recently
• • • *
promoted in rank to that of Tech
Pfc. Murry B. Simmons, formerly
nical Sergeant.
of Union, is in the U. S. Army Air
• • • •
Force at Buckley Field, Denver,
Sergeant Technician Laurie A Colo. He is a movie projectionist
Mackie of Camp Edwards. Mass at the Armament School Head
has been home cn a five-day quarters there, and is now visiting
furlough.
his wife and friends on a 15-day
s • « ♦
Roy L. Fernald of Winterport, furlough.
• • * *
who for several months has been
Capt Edward Huntley, of U. S.
enrolled at tlie air forces officer Quartermaster Corps, has been
candidate school in the Scuth was visiting his mother, Mrs. Ida
notified from Washington Saturday Huntley.
that he had been commissioned a
• ♦ • •
first lieutenant in the Judge AdvoSgt., Wilbur A. Fogg, who has
been statiorfed at a camp in the
South, is home on a furlough.
• • • •
Lewis t Woody > Johnson who
WE SERVICE
has recenty joined the Naval Re
serves is now stationed at the
Great Lakes Naval Training Sta
All Makes of Cars!
tion, Chicago.
• • • •
41T
After ten weeks of anxious watt
ing. Mrs. Mary Lunt has received
word frem her son. Pvt Benjamin
F Parker, that he has arrived
1 R9CKL4NI?
safely in Norther# Ireland and
would be pleased to hear from

Hallowell got by Rockland's 20
cnly once in Saturday’s game at
Community Park but that once was
fatal.
Dow kicked to Hallowell and the
Rockland eleven stopped them on
the 32. Hallowell lost the ball on
downs and Rockland promptly
started marching. Duff took the
ball on an end run to pick up a
beautiful 28 yards. The quarter
ended with Rockland on Hallowell s
12 yard stripe.
F. S. Allen started the second
quarter on an end sweep. He was
finally knocked down on the oneyard line. On the next play the
center was bad and Duff was unable
to get away. It was their fourth
down so Hallowell took over on
their own four.
A completed pass and a few line
bucks brought Hallowell to the 28
where they were forced to punt.
Rockland kicked off to start the
third quarter. Sproul scooped up
the ball on his own 18 and with in
terference started his 82-yard
touchdown run. The last would-be
tackier missed and he scored stand
ing. The extra point was rushed.
In the final quarter Rockland
opened up with an aerial attack:
some of these forwards connecting
for long gains, but the Tigers were
unable to score. Rockland was still
in possession of the ball when the
final whistle blew.

friends. His address Is; Pvt. Ben
jamin F. Parker, A.S..N. 31099440.
Co. F. 531 Eng. Regt. Beach Hill,
Londonderry, Ireland.
• • • •
Pvt. Thomas N. Moody is now
Pfc.

and

is

stationed

at

Camp

Gruber, Okla. His home is at 107
Limerock street, Rockland.
• * * *
Mrs. Mabel Smith Sprowl was
pleased recently to have a tele
phone call from her brother. Sgt.
James C. Smith, from Monterey.
Calif. Upon his arrival in Califor
nia from Mississippi Mr. Smith
found a newspaper giving an ac
count of recent accident involving
his sister’s truck and injuring the
six occupants including their niece
Miss Virginia C. Steele, R. N. who
has been in serious condition at
Knox Hospital.
• « • •

Cliftoq. Cross, pharmacist’s mate,
second class, spent the week-end
with his family In Rockland.
• • • *
E. Samuel Dow of Rockland is a
Yeoman, second class, ln the U. S.
Naval Reserve.
» ♦ • •

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

TALK OF THE Tl

GRANGE CORNER
ft ft ft ft

x*

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

*

[jLrUtUKj'

Meguntieook’s “Booster Night”

Particularly appropriate today is
the poem written by James Sloan
Gibbons at the time of President
j Lincoln s second call for troops
and at the suggestion of Mrs.
Amanda Choate, a well known
j member of Edwin Libby Relief
! Corps, now in her 91st year, it is
here re-published:
WE ARE COMING

are coming. Father Abraham,
three hundred thousand more.
From Mississippi's winding stream
and from New England's shore:
We leave cur ploughs and workshops.
our wives and children dear
With hearts too full for utterance.
with but a silent tear;
We d ro not ,nnie behind us, but stead
fastly before:
We are .umlng. Father Abraham, three
hundred thousand more!
If you look across the hlE tops that
meet the northern sky.
Long moving lines of rising dust your
vision may descry;
And now the wind, an Instant, tears
the cloudy veil aside.
And floats aloft our spangled flag ln
glory and ln pride.
And bayonets ln the sunlight gleam,
and bands brave music pour:
Wc are coming. Father Abraham, three

We

hundred

thousand more!

If you Hook all up our valleys, where
the growing harvests shine.
You may see our steady farmer boys
fast forming Into line;
And children from their mother's
knees are pulling at the weeds.
And learning how to reap and sow
against their country's needs;
And a farewell group stands weeping
at every cottage door:
Wc are coming. Father Abraham, three
hundred thousand more!
You have called us. and we're coming,
by Richmond’s bloody tide.
To lay us down, for Freedom's sake,
our brother's bones beside.
Or from foul treason's savage grasp
to wrench the murderous blade.
And ln the face of foreign foes Its
Rockland 0, Hallowell 7
fragments to parade.
Storer, Estes, le............................. le,Eldridge
Six hundred thousand loyal men and
have gone before:
Whitmore, McRae, lt...... It, Laflin We aretrue
coming. Father Abraham, three

Lindsey, Luizza, lg .......... Ig, Trask
Dowr, c................................. c, Moot
F. E. Allen, Axtell, rg........ rg, Gray
Philbrook, rt ................. rt, Webster
Jones, Stiffel, re ......... re, E. Niles
McCurdy, gb ............. gb, Treworgy
McRae, Kalloch, rhb . lhb, A. Niles
F. S. Allen, lhb ........ rhb. Bourassa
Duff, fb ........................ fb, Sproul
Referee, Farrell. Umpire, Cum
mings. Head linesman, Glover.
Time, four 10’s.
By Perk.

Tuesday-Friday

hundred thousand more!

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Morse and
three sons of Roques Bluffs were
week-end guests of Mrs. Morse’s
parents, Mr. ar.d Mrs. H. F. York
Irving McLeod visited his family
over the week-end. On return to
Portland he was accompanied by
Mrs. McLeod and son Floyd who
will return here after a short visit
in Portland.
Pvt. Henry Benson of the U. S
Army was dinner guest Tuesday oi
the Morton’s.
The Blodgett property has been
sold to Massachusetts parties.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard and
family have moved to Rockland.
80 Masonic street. Mrs. Jasper
Drinkwater and Mrs. Carrie McLeod
were supper guests Thursday of the
Allard's, attending a show in the
evening.
Mrs. Gordon Simmons was re
cently given a surprise shower of
birthday gifts and dainty articles
by friends at her home.
Robert Burch and fatnily have
moved from the S. B. Haskell
house which has been bought by
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper, and will
occupy the M. F. Post house for
the present.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge and
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sturgis re
turned Wednesday to Newton High
lands, Mass., after occupying their
cottage on Spruce Head Island since
the latter part of May.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Waldron of
Rockland called Wednesday on
relatives here.

William IW. Cross, AS.. US.C.G.,
stationed at South Portland, spent
Sunday at his home in this city
• • • *
Capt. Everett K. Mills’of Rcck
land is home from Camp Edwards,
Mass., for a few days.

In common with other Granges
throughout the country Megunticook's Patrons observed “Booster
Night" last Wednesday. A good
sized attendance greatly enjoyed
the following program:
Booster Night Address by the
Nationa i Master, read by W. M.
Harold Robinson; address. “Listen
America.” by Rev. Melvin H. Dorr,
Jr.; opening song. “America the
Beautiful," under the direction of
P. M. Charles E. Lord; reading,
"How to Pray," by P. M. May
Young: statement of the Grange's
Activities of today by P. M. J. Her
bert Gould, demonstration by
Blanche Bishop and Marion Spur
ling; Agricultural Talk by P. M.
Harold Nash; original essay, "The
Grange's Service to America” by
Rose LeBlanc;
tableau. "The
Chester Morris and Jean Parker in “I Live On Danger.'
Grange and the War Effort,” under
jethe direction of Sallie Lord; Agri
cultural Suggestions, by L. Clif
ton Blake; “A Million Keys for a
Bomber” fcith an exhibit by Lucia
Hopkins; stunt under the direc
tion cf Blanche Bishop; Current
events, P. M. Charles Lord; the
Grange’s service flag was dedicat
ed at this time for the five boys
from the Grange, who are in the
Service, under the direction of P.
M. Mary Nash, who was also in
charge of the flag magazine cover
display; flower show under the di
c & >?
rection of Nellie Greenlaw; Agri
cultural Exhibit, J. Herbert Gould;
there were also additions to the
Grange library; the first Grange
Master, George E. Nash, gave a
short talk; closing song, "Old Lang
Syne.”
• • • •
At its recent fair and supper
Seven Tree Grange Circle of Union
.. <•
•
served 153 and presented an en
>•
tertaining program. A quilt was
awarded Mrs. Hazel Burns and a
large cake to Reta Storer. A dance
followed, with Charles Overlock's
Working with whatever tocls they could seize, working against time,
orchestra furnishing music.
Russian civilians are carving these huge tank traps in their amazing fight
* * * *
against the Nazi hordes. This scene is unreeled in the first feature film
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange ever to be presented by the United States Government, “The World At
will meet at the Rockland Grand War.”
Army Hall, Post Office Square,
Saturday at 10 o’clock for the an
nual day session.
MAKE EVERY PAY DAY
Past Masters and lecturers will i
be in the chairs: Past Master
Harold H Nash of Megunticook
Grange, Camden; Overseer. P. M.
Scott Raekliff of Wessaweskeag
JOIN THE PAY-ROLL SAVINGS PLAN
Grange , South Thomaston; lec
turer. P. M J. Herbert Gould. Me
gunticook Grange; steward P. M.
Myron Young of Pleasant Valley,
Rockland; assistant seteward, P.
M., F. L. S. Morse of Pleasant Val
ley; chaplain, Lucia Hopkins of
Megunticook; treasurer, P. M„
We still have a complete stock of Men’s Shoe
Charles Watts of Wessaweskeag;
Rubbers, heavy and dress weight
secretary, P. M., Charles E. Greg
Men’s All Rubber Zipper and 4-Buckle Overshoes. Men’s Felt
ory cf Penobscot View Grange,
Shoes, with Heavy Rubbers cr Heavy 4-Buekle Overshoes
Glen Cove; gate keeper. P. M., Na
Rubber Boc.ts, Flight Boots, Overshoes and complete stock of
than B. Hopkins, Megunticook;
Rubbers for women, boys and girls
Ceres, P. M. Sara Young, Megun
We have the largest stock of Rubber Footwear in this section
of Maine and most of our stock came in early, when the rubber
ticook; Pomona. Mary Nash, Me
quality
was the best.
gunticook; Flora, Helen Gregory,
Penobscot View; Lady Assistant
Police, Rubber Coats for men and hoys; Bicycle Tires and Tubes
Mail and Phone Orders Filled
steward. Mary Dyer of Owl’s Head.
The program Will be: Greeting:
Our Rubber Department Open Evenings This Week
Worthy Master, Elizabeth Vinal of
Pleasant Valley; response, Fred
HASKELL & CORTHELL
Rice of PenbscoCView; musical se
CAMDEN, MAINE
lection (duet) by Myron Young
and Raymond Andersen; original
essay. “The Grange Service to
America," by Rose LeBlanc of
Megunticook; remarks by past offi
cers.
Dinner will be served at noon.
The speaker will be Jerome Bur
rows with an illustrated lecture on
miniature photography.

BOND DAY

RUBBERS AND OVERSHOES

Oct. 4-10—Fire Prevention W

Oct. 5-10 Intensive drive f
metal and rubber ln Rockland
Oct.
8 Thoma.ton Parent
er Assn, meets at High Schc
Oct. 9—Rubinstein Club, flr

of the season, Universalist
p. m
Oct. 9—At Cainden. quarter
Ing Lincoln Baptist A
ing

8

Women's Missionary Conferen

Oct. 10 Limerock Valley i
meets with Pleasant Valley Gt..
Grand Army hall.
' Oct.
13-15 Annual
COnvi
Women's Christian Temperant
in Greene
Oct.
20 — Membership Can
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. I,

Oct. 2#—Appleton- Annu
Home at Riverside Hall
Oct. SO—Thomaston- Hall

querade Ball at Watts hall, a
Motor Corps
Oct. 31—Halloween

Members cf Golden Rod Ch
Order of Eastern Star, who a
ed the annual Inspection of
Chapter at Tenant’s Harbt
day night, were Mr. and Mi
E. Bradstreet, Mr. and Mrs.
H. Crie, Mrs. Edwin C Boot!
Golden H. Munro, Mrs. Fi
Veazie, Miss Katherine A.
and Miss Helen A. Rogers.
Daniel S. Pray of Lineolm i
spector for the Secretary of
in charge of the Automobile 1
tration Office in Bangor, is r
divide his time between the B
and Rockland offices. In. |
Pray was in Rockland th
week-end. He examined 20
cants for automobile driviij
censes, Friday.

The first meeting of the
of the Comrades of the Wi
the Congregational Church
held in the chapter room Si
night, with 28 members atte
Sgt. Elmer Havener was
speaker and gave an inten
talk concerning his experienc
the R.C.A.F. Other guests pr
were Rev. and Mrs. Roy A. W
and Joseph E Blaisdell.

Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard, prill
of the Ballard Business Schoci
received word from her son.
mont L. Ballard, who is an in
tor at Boston University, tli
has enrolled in his class of
nautics navigation this year
students.

I

Miss Alfreda Perry left SatiJ
for Boston where she is atte

the Fashion Show.

Arthur W. Brewster is ser:
ill at his home, 32 Grace stil
The Woman’s Auxiliary olj
Peter’s Episcopal Church will
a rummage sale Oct. 10 in oij
the vacant stores in the Thorr
Hotel building. Mrs. Keryn ap
will be chairman.
For dependable radio set
call the Radio Shop, telephom
617 Main street. Complete Pl;
line.—adv.

Buy War Savings Bonds and St

IWSUKAWCE

yiCTORY

All work and no play makes jack
—but what fun it is?

SEE STORV

Ttfn PtfrCtfnt
OF YOUR INCOME
Should bo qoinq into

WAR BONDS

IS.War Bonds and Stamps

SEE SPECIAL
FIRE PREVENTION FEATURE
PAGES 4 AND 5 .

PAGE 5

Wkat fyouRuyWiUi

It’s not a pleasant picture to’ con
template, but War calls for “blood
and sweat and tears.” And the Army
When the U. S. flyers get Medical Corps, with its efficient
through, Japan won’t have a flag- nurses and its volunteer Red Cross
“Angels of Mercy,” needs thousands
i ship on w’hich to hoist a white flag. of surgical beds for field and base
hospitals on every front.

BUY
UNITED
STATES
DEFENSE

AND

STAMPS
1

yean of hunting ta the Tennessee hill country,

auspices ol the extension eervloe.

Will pay good prices for
Parlor Lamps with Colored i '
ers on them. ALso want B|
Walnut Picture Frames and
Marble Top Tables of all k |

W. J. FRENCH
10 HIGH ST.,

CAMDEN.

WAR NEEDS MONEY!
It will cost money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
Your Government calls on you to help now.

Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly. Make
every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay
roll Savings Plan.
Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10t, 25£, and up.

If the womenfolks in Maine can’t
can, it is their own fault—with all
Gary Cooper (center) as Alvin C. York in “Sergeant York” astound:: these canning demonstrations going
his superior officers in the Army by his expert gunmanship, learned from on In every county, under the

I. O. O. F HALL. SATURDAY
FREE GAME $8.00
LUCKY GAME $17.00
DOOR PRIZE $7.50
PLENTY OF GROCEKIE

Antiques Wantej

New Camden Theatre, Wednesday, Thursday

These beds cost approximately $22
each. They are the latest thing in
modem hospital beds, with elevating
springs. In some instances surgi
cal cots are used in temporary field
hospitals and there is a folding bed
which may be used in ambulances.
Your purchase of War Bonds and
Stamps can buy many of these
beds for the Army, v You’ll sleep
better if you know our boys have
every hospital comfort Buy War
Bonds every pay day. Invest ten
percent of your income.
tZ. 5. treasury Department

BENEFIT BEANO

The help of every individual is needed.
Do your part by pledging to buy your

share every

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 IJMEROCK STRE
BOCKLAND, ME.
1' 1

Tuesday-Friday

ay, Thursday

working against time,
in tiieir atnaz’ng fight
a the first feature film
iment, “The World At

DAY

Y

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

One of the famous chicken sup
pers of Maple Grange, North
Waldoboro, will be held Wednesday
night. A warm and satisfying wel
come awaits all who attend.

A grave situation faces the city
of Rockland in its decreased en
Oct. 4-10—Fire Prevention Week .
Oct. 5-10- Intensive drive for scrap rollment in the fire department due
metal and rubber In Rockland.
to inroads made by the service and
Oct.
8 Thomaston—Parent-Teach
er Assn meets at High School.
industrial demands which have
Oct. 9—Rubinstein Club, first meet
ing of the season, Universalist vestry, taken many firemen ou t of the
8 p- m.
city. Men are needed immediately
Oct 9—At Camden, quarterly meet
ing Lincoln Baptist Association and to serve in the volunteer and aux
Women's Missionary Conference.
fire departments vitally
Oct. IO - Limeroek Valley Pomona iliary
meets with Pleasant Valley Orange at needed on the heme front. Former
Grand Army hall.
Oct.
13-15- Annual
Convention, department members now in the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union armed forces include Herbert Day,
in Greene.
Oct. 20 — Membership Campaign, Joe E. Brown, Pierre Havener, Carl
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L.
Oct. 22—Appleton—Annual Harvest Jacobson, Charles Lawry, Gerald
Home at Riverside Hall.
Oct. 30-Thomaston—Halloween Mas Black and Ralph Worthley. Any
querade Ball at Watts hall, auspices man who feels he can Join the de
Motor Corps.
partment is urged to communicate
Oct. 31—Halloween.
at once with Chief Van Russell at
Members of Golden Rod Chapter, Central Fire Station.
Order of Eastern Star, who attend
ed the annual Inspection of Naomi
There will be a mobilization of
Chapter at Tenant’s Harbor Fri Rockland Civilian Defense Units
day night, were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Sunday at 2.30 with incidente for
E Bradstreet, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram all units. Traffic will proceed as
II Crie, Mrs. Edwin C. Boody, Mrs. usual but at reduced speed.
Golden H. Munro, Mrs. Fred T.
Veazie, Miss Katherine A. Veazie
Mrs. Marion J. Bradshaw of Ban
and Miss Helen A. Rogers.
gor, representative of the Maine
Council of Congregational Women’s
Daniel S. Pray of Lincolnville, in Associations .will be guest speaker
spector for the Secretary of State, at the opening of the season of the
in charge of the Automobile Regis Women’s Association of the Con
tration Office in Bangor, Ls now to gregational Church Wednesday af
divide his time between the Bangor ternoon at 3 o’clock. Tea will be
and Rockland offices. Inspector served with Mrs. Irma Anderson in
Pray was in Rockland the past charge. A meeting of the execu
week-end. He examined 20 appi- tive board will be held at 2 o’clock.
cants for automobile driving li
John Kellenberger, native of
censes, Friday.
Switzerland and resident of Rock
The first meeting of the season land many years, is observing his
of the Comrades of the Way cf 92d birthday today. A regular at
the Congregational Church, was tendant of the Brotherhood class
held in the chapter room Sunday of the First Baptist Church, he W’as
night, with 28 members attending. felicitated by fellow members at
Sgt. Elmer Havener was guest the session held Sunday.
speaker and gave an interesting
H. F Mayo has joined the Thorn
talk concerning his experiences in
the R.C.A F. Other guests present dike Hotel staff as night clerk.
were Rev. and Mrs. Roy A. Welker
The first meeting of the season
and Joseph E. Blaisdell.
of the Roekland Junior Women's
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard, principal Club was held Monday night at
of the Ballard Business School, has ‘ the home of the president. Miss
received word from her son, Del Jeannette Stahl, Rankin street.
mont L. Ballard, who is an instruc Mrs. Forest Stone of Thomaston
tor at Bostcn University, that he spoke on the subject “What Maine
has enrolled in his class of aero is Doing for Child Welfare.” As
nautics navigation this year, 50 sisting hostesses frere Mrs. How
ard Crockett and Mrs. Natale Maz
stiudents.
zeo. Tea was served. Mrs. Len
Miss Alfreda Perry left Saturday don C. Jackson, Jr., pouring. Six
for Boston where she is attending teen members were present.
the Fashion Show.
BORN

is PLAN

RSHOES
Men’s Shoe

weight
■slices. Men’s Felt
uckle Overshoes
complete stock of
|girls

wear in this section
when the rubber

Arthur W. Brewster is seriously
ill at his home, 32 Grace street.

Mason—At Knox Hospital, Oct. 2. to
Mr and Mrs. Chester E. Mason, a son
— Adrlel Lewis.

The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Peter’s Episcopal Church will have
a rummage sale Oct. 10 in one of
the vacant stores in the Thorndike
Hotel building. Mrs. Keryn ap Rice
will be chairman.

Noyes-Turner—At Rockport, Oct. 3.
Lyle D. Noyes of Rockport and Miss
Dorothy Turner of Augusta.—hy Rev.
F. Ernest Smith.
Small-Pierce—At Friendship. Oct. 2.
Linwood E. Small and Miss Flo L.
Pierce, both of Friendship.—by Rev.
Walter A. Smith.

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.—adv.
60tf

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stomps

le Tires and Tubes

led

;s This Week

1ELL

4
WAR DAMAGE
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I. O. O. F HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
FREE GAME $8.00
LUCKY GAME $17.00
DOOR PRIZE $7.50

PLENTY OF GROCERIES

93‘lt
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Antiques Wanted
Will pay good prices for Old

arlor Lamps with Colored Flow

PS

DIED
Achorn—At Rockport. Oct. 2, Fred
D Achorn, age 61 years, 10 months.
19 days.
Hanrahan — At Rockland. Oct. 5,
James A. Hanrahan, age 54 years. Fu
neral Wednesday at 9 a m. from St.
Bernards
Church.
Interment
in
Thomaston.
Bickmore—At Rockland. Oct 3. Oscar
M Bickmore, age 84 years, 10 months
19 days. Funeral Monday at l,p. m.
from Russeil Funeral Home. Inter
ment in Nobleboro.
Townsend—At Union, Oct. 3. Adella
N. wife of Ellery Townsend, age 88
years. 3 months, 29 days
Funeral
Tuesday at 3 p. m Methodist Church,
Union.
Interment In Lake View
Cemetery.
Fales—At Rockport. Oct. 5. Everett E
Fales, age 70 years, 2 months. 3 days.
Funeral Thursday at 2 p. «i. from
residence.

CARD OF THANKS
This ls to thank the doctors and
nurses and all those who sent cards
and for theelr many kindnesses dur
ing my stay at the Knox Hospital
•
Mrs. J. C. Morse

SEE STORY

TED

MARRIED

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear wife
and mother, Olga Arlena Johanson
who passed away Oct. 10, 1938.
The vears have come and gone.
Yet her memory still lives with us.
The distant day will truly come.
Then. In Heaven, we shall see her,
all of us.
* Capt. Henry Johanson and sons.

RY

Y

’s on them.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to friends and neighbors for
thelr kindness, sympathy and beau
tiful flowers at the time of our re
cent bereavement, and to especially
thank the bearers. Rev. H. F. Leach,
Mrs. Stanley Cushing and Philip
Simmons.
’
_
Mrs. Alonzo F. Thompson. George
Thompson and family, Alfred Thomp
son and family and Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur C. Leavitt.

An error was made in the change
to a feminine customer Saturday in
a local store store. If the patron
will call at the store the error will
be promptly and cheerfuly recti
fied.—adv.

Also want Black

'alnut Picture Frames and Old

BINGO

[arble Top Tables of all kinds.

TUES. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7-45
Given Away $5.00—1 each
Door Prize $1-50
Eight Lucky Games
$2, $3, $3, $4, 55, 55, $6. $6 in Mdse.

W. J. FRENCH
HIGH ST.,

CAMDEN. ME.

- 90*93

93* 11

in
RUSSELL

Losing An Alderman

THIS IS FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
Special recognition of the period Oct. 4-10 is made for Fire
Prevention Week and Federal, State and Municipal authorities
unite in asking all citizens to devote it to a rededication of their
fire consciousness. No exercise or demonstrations will be held
locally for the reason that the local firemen are making every day
fire prevention day and are at top flight preparedness. The
citizenry are asked to check every possible fire hazard once again
and to remove every chance for a fire due to carelessness in this
year of war is little short of treason. AU citizens are urged to buy

war damage insurance.

Wilho Korplnen of St. George
was before Recorder Frank F.
Harding in municipal court Mopday, charged with driving an auto
mobile while under the influence of
liquor. Sept. 28, on Route 1 between
Thomaston £nd Rockland.
He
pleaded guilty and was fined $103
and costs of $5.82, with alternate
sentence of 30 days in jail. An ap
peal was entered and bail, set at
$200 was secured. Owen Wellman,
Frederick Wellman and Talbot
Cooley, all of Washington, were before Recorder Harding charged
with malicious mischief, damaging
improved land of Arthur A. Bartlett of Washington, Oct. 4. Thoy
pleaded guilty and were fined $51
and costs of $5 each. Payment was

made.

The Rockland Motor Corps
Company, Capt. Ruth Mazzeo, was
host Tuesday night at the Armory,
to the companies at Camden,
Union and Thomaston. A combi
nation drill session, the first of its
kind, was held, the companies be
ing reviewed by Capt. Keryn ap
Rice,
Knox County Chapter,
American Red Cross, and Lincoln
E. McRae, chapter chairman, Knox
County Motor Corps companies.
Capt. Alta Noble is in charge of
the Thomaston company; Capt.
Dora Packard of Camden and
Capt. Dorcas Thurston of Union,
Drill Sergeant Elizabeth Evansky
was officer of the day. It is
planned to have similar get-togethers of the companies. Follow
ing drill, luncheon was served,
members of Company L., Maine
State Guard joining. TTiose serv
ing were Lieut. Adelaide Adelman,
Corp. Eleanore Morton and Pri
vates Myrle Dudley and Jennie
Titus.

Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, who
is recovering after a surgical opera
tion performed several weeks ago,
attended the Sunday morning serv
ice at the First Baptist Church as
a member of the congregation. He
was warmly greeted by parlshoners
Plans will be completed at to
at the close of the service.
night’s meeting of Miriam Rebekah
Lodge, for installation of officers
A special meeting of the Woman's Thursday night by Mrs. Blanche
Christian Temperance U nion was Kittredge of Vinalhaven, district
held at the home of Mrs. Frank H. deputy president.
Ingraham, Lindsey street, Friday.
Delegates selected to attend the
At the annual meeting of the
annual State convention at Greene Maine Loan & Building Association
Oct. 13, 14 and 15, are, Mrs. Susie in Augusta, last week Frank F.
Lamb, Mrs. Louise Ingraham, Mrs.
Fleming of Sanford was elected
Lorna Pendleton and Miss Mabel
president, Homer E. Robinson,
Seavey. The alternates are, Mrs. Maine State Bank Commissioner
Christine Dorr, Mrs. Lena Stevens,
addressed the group, compliment
Mrs. Etta Stoddard and Miss Eding the association on their efforts
wina Jipson. Mrs. Clara B. Emery
in the sale, and purchase of war
will attend the convention ex-offisavings bonds andi for the liquida
cio, as director of the Department
tion of foreclosed property. I. Lawof Speech Contests. It was voted
ton Bray of Rockland was elected
to renew subscriptions to the Union
a
member of the executive commit
Signal for the public library and
tee.
the High School library, and for
Young Crusadar for the grade
Fire in a pile of soft coal at the
schools.
rear of Park Theatre required the
The annual meeting of the First attention of the Fire Department
Baptist Church will be held in the from 11 p. m., Monday to 4 a. m.
auditorium Wednesday night at Tuesday. Fire Chief Van Russell
reported this morning that a near
7.30.
by building was scorched to some
Anderson Auxiliary meets Wed extent but that there was practic
nesday at 7.30 p. m. All officers ally no loss.
are asked to be present to prac
Starting tonight, the Corner
tice for inspection.
Drug Store, Sheldon’s Drug Store
The Junior Red Cross Nursing and McCarty’s drug rtore an
Corps held its first meeting for in nounce that they will close at 9
struction Monday in the Under o’clock, except on Saturdays when
croft at St. Peter’s Episcopal they will remain open until the
Church, with Mrs. Ruth Fogelman, regular hour, 10.30.
R. N., instructor. The following
High School students are members
GROSS NECK
cf the corps: Capt. Leona Wellman,
Mrs. Albert Genthner of South
Lieut. Margaret Johnson, Lois
Lindsey, Claire Hallowell, Polly Ha Waldoboro, Mrs. Pearl Delano, Mrs.
vener, Lucille Sweeney, Dorothy Charles Collamore and Mrs. Eva
Sylvester, Sylvia Hooper, Alice Collett of Friendship were visitors
Cross, Edith Clark, Arlene Bartlett, Friday at the home of Mr. and
Eleanor Shute, Esther Munro and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad
Constance Robertson. Study classes
will be held Monday and Wednes Cove has been recent guest of Mr.
day afternoons. Allston E. Smith, and Mrs. Frank Simmons.
Mrs. Harold McFarland of New
sub-master, is leader of the Junior
Red Cross courses.
Harbor a'nd Miss Pauline Eugley of
the village have been visiting their
Allston E. Smith, sub-master at grandmother, Mrs. Charles L.
High School, has received notice Eugley.
that he has been made an honorary
Many a flat tire owes his condi
Charles L. Eugley
member of the National Thespian
tion to one big blowout.
Charles L, Eugley, 76, who died
Dramatic Honor Society for High
Sept. 17 in Damariscotta, had been
Schools, in recognition for faithful
in failing health for some time and
services rendered in the field of
WALDO THEATRE
had been confined to his bed the
dramatics in Maine. The notice
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
past few months.
and certificate came from the office
He was born in Waldoboro, son of
of the National Council in Cin
SHOW TIMES
Willard and Emeline (Gross) Eug
cinnati.
Matinees
ley. In 1890 he was married to Miss
Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00 ‘
Evenings at 8.00
Members of home room 14, Rock Matilda D. Simmons who survives
land High School, have bought to him, and they established a home
TUESDAY, OCT. 6
^ate, $102 worth of War Stamps in this neighborhood. Four chil
We
are
to present
since school opened this Fall, set dren were born to them, Mrs. Villa one of the privileged
first
showings
in this
ting a record for the school and Morse of Waldoboro, Ralph Eugley locality—
example for the other class rooms and Mrs. Irvine Genthner of West
“MY SISTER JILEEN”
to emulate. Ninety-five • percent of Waldoboro and Ernest Eugley of
this
place
in
whose
home
Mr.
(Adapted from the uproarious
the pupils enrolled have purchased
Eugley was faithfully cared for Broadway stage hit by the same
stamps regularly each' week. •
during the last mftpths of his life. title).
Starring
The Junior Auxiliary of the
Besides his wife and children,
Methodist Church will meet Thurs Mr. Eugley ls survived by three Rosalind Russell, Brian Aheme
with
day night at 7.30 in the church sisters, Mrs. Aaron Nash of West
George
Tobias
and Allyn Josslyn
parlor. In charge are: Mrs. Don Waldoboro, Mrs. Mertie Booth of
ald Haskell, Mrs. Elmer Trask, Mrs. Kaler’s Comer, Mrs. Ida Waltz of
WEDNESDAY ONLY, OCT. 7
Robert Gregory and Miss Margue Gross Neck; also 21 grandchildren
United Artists Presents
rite deRochemont,
and seven great-grandchi^iren.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
Funeral services were held at the
in
Harvest dinner, Methodist ves home with Rev. H. W. Nutter, pas
try, Wed. Oct. 7 from 11 to 1 at 50 tor of the Baptist Church, offlat “MISS ANNIE ROONEY”
cents.
92-93 ing. Two selections were sung by
with
William Gargan, Guy Kibbee
Guy Waltz. Andrew Eugley, Alden
Beano G.A.R. hall, Thursday, Waltz, Dexter Gross and William
THURS.-FRI., OCT. 8-9
Oct.8, 2.15 p. m.
Gross acted as bearers. Interment
Warner Brothers Presents
was in the German Lutheran
ANN SHERIDAN
Dr H. V. Tweedie will be absent Cemetery.
RONALD REGAN
from his cffice Oct. 8-Oct. 22. 93-It

FUNERAL HOME

regularly. Maks
it ing in the Pay

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

| CLAREMONT ST.

BENEFIT BEANO

ROCKLAND, MB.

“JUKE GIRL”

K P. HALL, THOMASTON
THURSDAY. 8.15
LUCKY GAME $10.00
MARATHON $5.00
FREE GAME $3.00
PLENTY OF GOOD PRIZES

With an outstanding supporting
cast, including—

'ed.

your share every

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MB.
llfl-tf

TEL. 662

In

MUt

IMR BONDS

Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday
■■I

Rl

Edward C. Moran, Jr., State OPA
Director, has announced a new
schedule of maximum or ceiling
prices for cord wood for fuel. The
new schedule allows an approximate
$2.50 to $3 increase in maximum
prices fcr cord wood for fire wood
In reach of the three zones intt
which Maine communities have
been placed on a basis of informa
tion obtained by an OPA survey oi
the industry.
The new schedule is expected to
accelerate the cutting of fire wood
in Maine and is the result of com
plaints cf operators and dealers
that increased production costs and
labor shortages made it impossible
Diana. Barrymore's versatility is demonstrated in Universal's “Be
for them to cut fire wood profitably
under the previous ceiling prices tween Us Girls,” in which she is co-starred with Robert Cummings.
which had been fixed as of the
1 rather than throw the contest open
Alderman Osgood A. Gilbert, who March 1942 level.
Political Points
has enlisted in the Naval Reserves.
; to the other counties in the district.
Moran says: “OPA could not
Only six aldermen were present hope to raise the price of wood
Senate Presidency
at the monthly meeting of the City sufficiently to get back workers Lincoln County Stampeding
State Senator Ralph W. Farris of
Council Monday night, Alderman from the shipyards because to do
For Councilor Berth—
Augusta, a former member of the
Osgood A. Gilbert of Ward 5 hav so would result in too great a
Senate Presidency
Maine House fcr three consecutive
ing left that day for Boston. He penalty to the consumer. Neither
has enlisted as machinist’s mate would such action be desirable,” he
The Executive Councilor’s berth terms, has formally announced that
in the Naval Reserve.
said.
for the Fifth District, ably held the he would be a candidate for the
The Council passed a supple
in the setting up of the fire wood past two years by Thomas McPhail Senate presidency when the legis
mentary resolve covering the sala ceiling price order, the State Di of Thomaston, will pass into new lature convenes in January.
Farris, a former resident of Union,
ries of certain officials from Oct. 1, rector pointed out, due considera hands when Legislature convenes in
was the fourth announced aspirant
1942 to the first Monday in Janu tion has been given to the fact that January.
for the position. Senator Francis H.
ary 1943; City Electrician, $75; City fire wood cannot be sold in certain
The district comprises Kncx, Lin
Matron, $234; Assistant Engineer urban areas as cheaply as in rural coln, Waldo and Hancock Counties. Friend (R. Skowhegan), who was
elected president for the special
Fire Department, $3250; Truant territory.
,
It will be Lincoln County’s turn for
session last January, was a candi
officer, $62.50, and clerk hire.
It is recognized, the new price or ’43-’44.
date. The others, all Republicans,
$1,007.50. This provides an increase der states, “that this order does not
Active In the field at this time were Robert B. Dow of Norway and
fo/ certain persons not included in remove all obstacles to the in
are ex-County Attorney Weston M.
adjustment made recently.
creased production of fire wood but, Hilton of Damariscotta, Clarence Albert B. Elliot of Thomaston.
It was expected that Senator
The resignation of Alden Ulmer. on the other hand, it does offer Race of Edgecomb, twice Repre
Jr., as constable, who has been considerable alleviation without sentative to the Legislature; Dr. Horace A. Hildreth (R. Cumber
made a member of the Coast Guard placing intolerable burdens upon George A. Gregory of Bocthbay land), would formally announce
Reserve, was accepted. The resig the consumer and
it is felt that Harbor, former Councilor; Forrest his candidacy for the past within
I
nation of Mrs. Marjorie Cummings this change in ceiling prices when Bond of Jefferson, former Coun a week.
as Republican ballot clerk, Ward 1, supplemented by all possible efforts cilor; Herbert A. Clark of Jefferson,
to cut wood on a ‘volunteer’ basis former Senator; A. B. Chaput of
was accepted.
The installation of three street will go far toward assuring # Nobleboro, County Commissioner,
lamps on Tillson avenue, near the reasonable supply of this type of and Harold W. Bishop of Boothbay
Naval base, was authorized.
fuel for the State.”
Harbor.
The schedule set up by Mr. Moran
An application for license to sell
It is understood that the four
spiritous and vinous liquors, made is in two parts—prices at roadside
members of the Lincoln County
by Knox Club, 10 Park street, Wil available for trucking per cord, and
delegation will unite on a candidate
liam Savage, treasurer, was ap prices delivered on the buyers’
proved.
grounds per cord and per load.
The salary resolve for the com
Roadside maximum prices follow. the wood is split to the buyer’s
ing fiscal year was tabled for one Zone A, hard wood cord wood 4 order or has to be made suitable
month.
foot, $10; 24 inch, $12; 12 or 16 inch, for stove use.
$12; Zone B, 4 foot, $10; 24 inch,
The order provides that “On or
THE AIR RAID WARDEN SEZ $12; 12 to 16 inch, $12; Zone C, 4 after Oct. 5, regardless of any con
“Let your lower lights be burning” foot, $10; 24 inch and 12 or 16 tract or other obligation, no person
providing they are legally shielded-- inch, $12.
shall sell or deliver in Maine any
Prices
delivered
at
buyers’ fire wood and no person shall buy
and be sure the paint or tape on
fog lights or headlights has not grounds; Zone A, 4 foot per cord, or receive in the course of trade or
come off. With these longer eve $12; half cord, $6; quarter cord, business in Maine any firewood at
nings the proper use of headlights $3.25; 24 inch per cord, $16, half prices higher than the maximum
on motor cars becomes vastly more cord, $8; quarter, $450; 12 or 16 set forth in the order.”
important. Check your lights to inch per cord or per load, $16, half
Dealers and operators are warned
day and be sure they are properly cord cr half load, $8; quarter cord not to evade by direct or indirect
shielded. Intensive enforcement fs or quarter load, $4.50.
methods any provision of the or
Watch nexf edition
Zone B, 4 foot per cord, $12; per der in connection with any trans
just around the comer.
of t Uis newspaper.
half cord, $6; per quarter cord. action involving cord wood for
$3.25; 24 inch per cord, $15; half firewood.
ROUND POND
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Brown went cord, $7.50; quarter cord, $4.25; 12
Sunday to Orlando, Fla., for the or 16 Inch per cord or per load,
$15; per half cord or half load,
Winter.
$7.50; per quarter cord or per
Vernard Leland is at Fort Devens
quarter load, $4.25.
The Fuller girls have closed thelr
Zone C, 4 foot per cord, $12;
cottage and are in New York. From
half
cord, $6; per quarter cord.
there they will go to Florida for
$3.25;
24 inch per cord, $14; per
"the Winter.
half cord, $7; per quarter cord, $4;
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Brown of
12 or 16 inch per cord or per load,
Massachusetts were In town Mon
$14;
per half cord or half load, $7;
day calling on relatives.
per quarter cord or quarter load.
The Smith family have moved
$4.
hOme from Portland.
The price schedule provides, how
Mrs. Guy Francis is in Lynn,
ever, that the maximum prices es
Mass., to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ketchell, who spent tablished may be modified to the
the Summer here, have gone to extent’that a charge of $1 may be
added per cord or per load wheni
their home in Florida.

BURPEE’S
TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 or 781-11

Cord Wood For Fuel

Gilbert of Ward 5 Joins the Director Moran Announces
That Ceiling Prices Have
Naval Reserve—City
Been Fixed
Council Doings

nemy aggressors,
p now.

's 10t, 25 f, and up.
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Alan Hale, Richard Whorf, Gene
Lockhart, George Tobias, Fuzzy
Knight, Donald MacBride

WHO IS HE?

WHICH MAN
Is Going Plates?"
GOOD STOCK OF

SUPER-X and
EXPERT SHELLS
ALL GAUGES -- 12 to 410
ALL SIZES SHOT

HUNTING KNIVES
75/ to $1.98

Smart
Appearance
counts with Lee
Garments! We
guarantee

they

FOOTBALLS

are better in ev

HELMETS

SHOULDER PADS

ery way — or a
new pair FREE!

COMPASSES

OVERALLS • UNION-ALLS
SHIRTS & PANTS • COWBOY
PANTS • DUN6AREES

MRIN ST HFIRPlBHREo.

GREGORY’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

D PAINTS-STOVES • KITCHENWAPE XetA
" FOkMEkLY VEAl/E'S”

•

441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

(
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Mrs. M. R. Robir.scn and Mr
Bessie Hills were visitors Thursdt
at the home of Mrs. Alice Gordor
Installation schedule in Distric
15, of Rebekah Lodges, as an
nounced by Mrs. Carrie R Smitl
district deputy president, are: O:

Mis. William Richards of Hint,
Mich., has been visiting her parnts, Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Robinson.
Miss Barbara Cooney spent Sunlay in Chicago with her brother,
;gt. David Cconey, who is stationed
t Chanute F.eld, Ill., where he is
ttached to the Meteorology Balt.
Mrs. H. Maude Orbeton arrived
lome Thursday from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ware are ocupying their home on upper Jef°rscn street for the Winter. They
ame Thursday noon from Chrlstnas Cove.
Jean S. Hemingway spent the
zeek-end at Glenhurst from Bradbrd Junior College.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Simmons
nd daughter Patricia of Portland
zere guests this week of Mrs. Cassie
4immons and Miss Frances Sim
oons.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl, Mrs. Stanley
?oland, Mrs. Harold Parsons and

6,

Good

Luck

Rebkah

Lodgf

Waldoboro; Oct. 12, Mystic Re
bekah Lodge, Warren; Oct, 1
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge, A
pleton; and, Oct. 15, Bethel Rebckc
Lodge, Union. Tire first will t
public, and Appleton’s will be sem
public. The other two a.e to b
private. Marshal for Mrs. Smitl
is Mrs. Adelle Peyler, a past dis
trict deputy.

Callers Friday at Mrs. Ad
Spear’s, South Warren were Mr:
Bessie Crouse, and Mrs. Florenc
Copeland of Thomaston, Mrs. Zen
Nelson of Union. Mrs. Emma Noi
wood of Warren village, Mrs. Lui

Libby and Mrs. Grace Leavitt f
South Warren.
Women will meet Wednesda
from 1 to 4 to make surgical dress
ings at the report centre buildin
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Boggs gav
a family dinner party at their hon
Sunday in honor of the 81st bi.tl
day anniversary of Mrs. Bogy
aunt, Mrs. I. J. Shuman of Rock
land Present were Mr. and Mr
I. J. Shuman of Rockland, Mr. an
Mrs. Harold Boggs, Miss Ella Dav
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis an
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis.
Mrs Ada Spear of South Warrc
dined Sunday with Mr. and Mr;
Oliver Libby;
Esten Blake and Miss Virgini

Dow of Augusta were week-en
guests of Mrs. Ellen Wellman ar
Maurice Wellman in West Warre:
Six hundred chicks, and a p
shepherd dog perished in a bla;
which leveled a brooder house, earl
Friday morning at Hillcrest Homr
stead. The family was aroused «'
3 30 that morning by a passing me
torist and the fire department wtcalled, but the fire had gained sue
headway that the building and cor
tents were not saved. However, tb
fire was kept from spreading to th
house and barn. The loss is est.
mated at $500 and there was li
• suranee. -Cause of the fire was ur.
determined.
Misfortune did nc
come singly to Charles Dillawa
Friday. In addition to the loss c
brooder house and chickens, h
crushed the little finger and rin
finger of his left hand in a pulle;
He was treated
Campbell.

by

O C T O B E 14

ZV ZS ZS ZS
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Dr.

Fre

An unusual sight was that Sur
day at the George Counce place i
South Warren, where a swarm c
wild bees had constructed a com
24 feet from the ground on th
limb of an oak tree. The com
contained ten heart-shaped sectior
on one side of the limb and nlr
oh the other, the largest of whic
was 15 inches across. George New
bert of Thomaston, who has ha
much experience in the handling c
bees, took the comb and broc
comb down, placing the latter In
hive to be Wintered at the Sta‘
farm under the supervision of Wil
mot Dow, superintendent.
Th
comb was found to contain betwee
23 or 30 pounds of fresh hone:
which the bees had started to de
vour. Several, who knew of th
phenomeon Sunday, visited th
Counce place to see it.
Mr and Mrs. M. S. Hahn, Mb
Susie Hahn and Joseph Hahn visi
ed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Fre
Hahn in Gardiner.

The Baptist Women’s Missio
Circle will meet Wednesday at th
Montgomery rooms. - Members w;‘
go prepared to sew. and take the!
own lunches. Coffee will be serve
by the committee.
The Anna Foster Wide Worl
Guild will meet this afternoon, Oc
6. after school at the home of th
counselor, Mrs. Alice Wotton. Mem
bers are reminded to take to thi
meeting, the Christmas cards to b
sent to the Indian School n
Nevada.
Dinner guests Thursday at the
home of Mrs, Lulu Ubby were Mr:

Emma Norwood and her guest, Mrs
Zena Nelson of Union. Mrs. Ad
Spear, who had been invited, wa
unable to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Earl Coffin hav<
returned to Melrose, Mass., afte
being guests at the Hillcrest Home
stead... They were accompanied b;
Mrs. Paul Dillaway, and daughter

SAFE AT FIRST! and
{

TO

SAFE AT LAST! As Well
Roof with FLINTKOTE, absolutely fire resisting—
and be safe all the time from roof fires!

EVERETT L SPEAR & CO.
615 MAIN ST.

YOUR ONLY PROTECTION

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 331

ADEQUATE INSURANCE!
Enemy planes or fire can turn your property into
worthless ashes any moment

YOUR ONLY PROTECTION

SLEEP THE SLEEP OF SECURITY

ADEQUATE INSURANCE
FIRE AND WAR DAMAGE

E. C. MORAN CO., INC.
INSURANCE—ALL FORMS

425 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 98

on Billy, were in Rockland the past

veek and on return home were acompanied by Mrs. Alice Kalloch,
rho will be Mrs. Poland’s guest.
Stuart C. Hemingway and Nancy
7. Hemingway spent the w'eek-end
t Glenhurst.
Victor Richards was a Camden

isitor Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter are
n Liberty where the former wil!
ie affiliated with the Waldo Couny Larger Parish.
Carroll T. Cooney has arrived at
"he Knoll for the week.
Mrs. Joseph Brooks, Mrs. Wendell
Uanchard and son Wendell were in
Portland Wednesday.
Mrs. Edith Hopkins, who has been
■uest of Mrs. Laila Benner for sev
ral weeks, returned Wednesday to
Vorcester, Mass.
Hoyd Benner is on vacation from
’Is duties at the post office.
Pvt. Donald Wallace of Camp
"rordon, Augusta, Ga„ is spending
furlough with Mrs. Wallace at tne
lome of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
I. K. Crowell.
Francis Wayland, senior patro!
ffleer, is on vacation and on return
vill be located at the Whitcomb
tourist Home.
Mrs. Gilbert Crowell and daughter
Vancy left Sunday for Columbus
»a. Lieut. Crowell is an instrucor at Fort Benning, Ga.
Philip Crearper, stationed with
he Coast Guard, South Portland
pent the week-end with his p arnts, Mr. and Mrs. Roland Creamer
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
ent Thursday to Washington, D
7., to visit their son Eugene.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Campbell of
lelrose Highlands. Mass., were
eek-end guests of Kerrin Deymor?
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reed and son
lobert, and Stanley Reed of Portand spent the week-end in town
George Hc-llis, a former resident
f this town, died Tuesday in Waiham, Mass. Mr. Hollis had lived
n Waltham about 40 years, but
herished a great affection for his
ative place and visited here nearly
very Summer, owning the home
t Slaigo. He is survived by his
ife. four sons and a daughter.
Mrs. Melissa Davis is spending
vo weeks' vacation in Allston and
Gloucester.
John R. Cooney of Boston is visitng his parents, Mr. ahd Mrs. C. T
Tooney, for a few days.
Pfc. Russell Winchenbach of
lamp Edwards passed the week
nd with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
^Yed Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shoppe and
’aughter Sandra went Friday to
Tucksport.
Seabrook Gregory’ and E. E. Richlrdson of Rockland were in town
Tiursday.
Miss Ida Lewis is spending two
veeks' vacation at Stahl’s Tavern.
Mss Lewis is proofreader on the
South Framingham New’s.
Miss Gladys Grant was home from
3ath over the week-end.
The High School Band has a new
leader in Arthur Cain, formerly con
nected with Sousas Band. He
akes the place of Stanley Young,
who Is now’ in war work.
quests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Jones in St. George.
Crescent Temple, P. S., win meet
Friday night.
Henry Swift of Bath passed the
week-end with his sister, Mrs. Alice

Mathews.
So large is New Mexico’s land

Judith, who are guests of Mr. and irea that with ony the slightest
Mrs. Paul Karen in Ipswich, Mass squeezing the states of New York,
Mrs. Amelia Crull, who has been Pennsylvania and Maine could be

visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dilla Mt ted within its borders.
way, returned Monday to Everett
Mass.
More Comfort Wearing

This committee from the Congre
FALSE TEETH
gational Ladies' Circle will serve
public supper Thursday at the I Here u * pleasant way to overcome
chapel: Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs. Al- I improved powder11sprinkieS* on ruppS
zada Simmons, Mrs. Ruby Kalloch t*&
r°e ^co^tabiT"
Mrs. Flora McKellar. Mrs. Gertrude «wntnv gooey pasty, taste or feeling.
Hahn, and Mrs. Mildred Berry.
| SUg^u^rVaeSSe^reSth?:

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hysler were I Get 1FAOTEEni today at any drug

UNDER THE PROTECTING BLANKET OF
ADEQUATE FIRE INSURANCE
To be sure fire insurance cannot prevent fires
but it can pay the losses. Fight fire with care and

kJ*-.!-.

caution every day—but play safe with -adequate
insurance.

BUY WAR INSURANCE TODAY

MCDOUGALL-LADD CO.
A CARELESS MATCH . . .

ROCKLAND, ME.

14 SCHOOL STREET,

... a home gone up in smoke—everything
lost. To protect yourself from the ravages
of fire, carry adequate insurance and keep
your valuables safely stored in a safety de

posit box.

The cost is small.

AVOID

,

.’ THIS

critical war year. Rockland’s Chielrfegulars, voluntei

men are trained as never before. Jan put out fire|
back the damaged property.

REMEMBER—FIRE NEVER TAKES A VACATION!

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

FIGHT FIREFOUGH CARE

TEL. 724

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

KEEP YOUR CHIMNEYS CLEAN
AND AVOID DANGER!

LOSSES CAN BE

THIS COULD BE YOUR HOME-

MORAL INSURE ADEQUATELY NOW!

IS TREi

Help protect our city from filighting carelessi

The protec

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKL

PREVENTABLE FIlOSS

tion large.

374 MAIN ST.

IN

A majority of fires start from dirty or defective flues. Let
clean your chimneys and be sure they are in good general conditij

INSURED

THIS CAN

TONY, THE GREEK

AGAfNST

WRITE ME AT 12 EDWARDS STREET, ROCKLAND, ME

INEXPENSIVELY
For* less than ten
dollars, your home or
apartment effects can
be covered with fire in
surance for two years!
That cost is a mere
fraction of the loss you
will suffer if FIRE rav
ages your possessions!
Drop into our offices,
or let one of our agents
call, explain to you—
without obligation, how
Inexpensive
insurance
is, and how numerous
are its benefits.

W*4

BUY

WAR

INSURANCE
.

NOW!

PLAY SAFE!

CLARENCE F. JOY
INSURANCE
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 882

Fire is no respecter of persons, and can strike
you or your neighbor with no warning. The only

sane answer is to keep your properties adequately
protected at all times.

BUY WAR INSURANCE TODAY

STOP FIRE

M. F: LOVEJOY
INSURANCE

Remove the
Hazards of Loss By

FIRE!

Fire Prevention Week
again emphasizes the neces
sity of reducing fire haz
ards.
First, by exercising
every care to prevent fires
in forests, homes and busi
ness districts.
Second, by
depositing
valuables
in
safety deposit boxes rent
ing from $3 a year. They
insure absolute protection
against fire loss.

IF—there ij
A lifetime’s savings,

Put Your

possessions, can be c|

Valuables In a

minutes—and without
be tragedy indeed!

SAFETY

INSURE ADEQUJ

DEPOSIT

BUY WAR IN:

VAULT

ARTHUR

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

140 TALBOT AVE., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1060-J

204 BROADWAY

OF ROCKLAND

Apply

“Anthracite

“Flint-Kote”

Heat Is

FIRE-SAFE
SHINGLES

SAFE HEAT’
And there is no finer
Anthracite than

“BLUE COAL”

NOW!

Stop the Fire Before It Starts Whether In New
Construction or Re-modelling!

Modem Permanent Flue Lining

ROCKLAND
TEL. 72,

ROCKLAND

I

neys than from any other cause
Let Us Install Absolutely Fire Safe Chimneys with

COAL CO.

WENT UP IN SHIN 1941

More fires in dwellings start from defective chim

EVERETT L SPEAR
€15 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

We are proud of our Chief Russell and the nienifckland Fire Departk
I
ment because they kept Rockland’s share of the|r below the average
of cities of our size and class.

TEL. 331

M. B. & C. 0.

Dealer in All Kinds of Building Materials, Lumber,
Brick, Sand, Cement, Lime and Firesafe Shingles

and Roofing

TELEPHONE 487,

COAL AND WOOD
ROCKLAND. MAINE

R(
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NORTH HAVEN

Miss Frances Brown has employ
ment in Philadelphia.

VINALHAVEN
£A£

Mrs. Lester Stone is visiting her

T O B E (1.1

the other classes being quite com
parable. Many have failed to pro
vide this for themselves but the
Timely Explanation Is Offered fact that in mid-September there
As To This Type Of
had been reported some $80,000,000,000 in force would seem to indicate
Insurance
the serious consideration given by
In order to afford the property
cwners. both large and small.
owner protection against losses In
cident to War (a coverage not pro
Fire Prevention Week—Oct 4-10
vided for under the Standard'Fire
EVERY
FIRE IS SABOTAGE TODAY!
Insurance Policy) the companies in
co-operation with the National
Government have made such pos
sible In an attempt to preserve the
public against such losses by pro
viding a form of contract expressly
for that purpose.
The contract agrees to indemnify
the insured against direct physical
loss or damage to the property des
cribed “which may result from
enemy attack including any action
taken by the Military, Naval or
JL1 IRE in your store burns up
Air Forces Of the United States in
supplies and profits, and drives
resisting enemy attack” and is ob
customers away. War standards
tainable from any licensed fire in
leave no place for fire!
surance agent at so low a rate that
Safeguard your property by
ordinary caution would seem to
looking for fire hazards now!
prompt all owners of real or per
Buy WAR DAMAGE
sonal property to avail themselves
INSURANCE NOW!
of its protection.
E. W. BERRY & CO.
Rates apply mainly upon three
INSURANCE
general classes—dwelling, mercan
Mrs. Annabelle Berry
ROCKLAND
tile and manufacturing, the dwell 40 BROAD ST.,
TEL.
236
ing rate being SI per $1,000 and

daughter, Mrs. LeRoy Pierce, in
Old Orchard, Me.
Mrs .Ernest Brown and Mrs
Oeorge Brown returned Wednesday
from a short visit in Portland.

As To War Damage

ssj»

X

HOLIDAYS!

PROTECT
LIFE AND PROPERTY
There can b^no insurance for the Nation against
loss of time and irreplaceable materials resulting

This means Your Home, Business and

other possessions.

FRANK A. WHEELER
All Forms INSURANCE AU Forms
425 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

STROUT’S INSURANCE AGENCY
FIRE, AUTO AND GENERAL

INSURANCE
ALFRED STROUT
THOMASTON, He.

TELEPHONE 158,

"W

THIS WAS A HOME!

MAKE YOUR HOME A SAFE HOME

vs
DO IT THE ELECTRICAL WAY

X,

b

IN

You can eliminate most fire hazards!

Simply

How?

by having your home completely modernized in the elec

ROCKLAND

trical manner. Give your home new lamps and electrical

ENTABLE FI loss IS TREASON!
our city from fij ighting carelessness every day in this
lockland’s Chief] igulars, volunteers and auxiliary fire
never before,
man put out fires but they can’t put

iroperty.

You then

Put an electric light in every closet!

outlets!

MONHEGAN

Give your home MORE electrical

avoid the bother and danger of using matches in dark
corners.

These precautions, taken care of now, may

actually prevent fire later!

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

FIGHT FIREI

UGH CARE!

FRANCIS HAVENER

(1MNEYS CLEAN

305 BROADWAY,

DANGER!
firtv or defective flues. Let
icy arc in good general conditif

TEL. 370

ROCKLAND

THIS CAN BE TRAGEDY

NOW IT’S A HEARTACHE!
Instead of a warm, comfortable home to look for
ward to this winter, this unfortunate family must

try to salvage what they can—and start all over.

|E GREEK
STREET, ROCKLANI), ME.|

A HOME EQUIPPED WITH ONE OF

During National Fire Prevention Week, check over
your home—make sure it is safe from fire. And,

OUR RANGES OR HEATING STOVES

very important, see to it that it is adequately pro
tected—Insure Now—today—with our low pre

IS A

mium reliable insurance.

‘TIRE SAFE” HOME

PLAY SAFE—BUY WAR DAMAGE INSURANCE

built-in feature of

ELMER C. DAVIS

every stove we sell

Insurance (All Forms)

Safety

fr

is

a

and our men are

375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 77

experts at instal
lation.

Buy

Estate

Heatrola,

an

an Atlantic Range

te

Burning Circulat

IF—there is no insurance!

ing Heaters or Box

A lifetime's savings, home and all the cherished
possessions, can be destroyed in a matter of
minutes—and without adequate insurance it can

Put Your
Valuables In a

SAFETY

BE SURE

INSURE ADEQUATELY—DO IT NOW!

DEPOSIT
VAULT

INAL BANK

BUY WAR INSURANCE TODAY!

A fine assortment for every occasion. Liberal allow
ance on your Old Stove

ARTHUR L ORNE, INC.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

204 BROADWAY

;land

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1042-W

313-319 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

ON FIRE PREVENTION WEEK AND EVERY WEEK

FIGHT FIRE AT ITS

SOURCE-BY PREVENTION!

• I I a

■7IRE7

WENT UP IN SMIN 1941
I
ll Russell and the men ofckland Fire Depart-

lockland's sh are of their below the average

1.

&

The Houses We Wire Are Fire-Safe!

others, be insured . . .

The Equipment We Sell I* Guaranteed

BUY WAR INSURANCE TODAY!

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
PHONE

COAL ANO WOOD

721

FOR E9TIMATB

ROCKLAND. MAINE

dalasi
• WSWl•*««

In short—keep chimneys, stoves and fuPnaces clean. Errpty ashes into metal con
tainers. Don’t “store” rags saturated with
paint and oiL Call a heating expert to
repair your heating plant.
Disconnect
electrical appliances when not in use.
Don’t use inflammable fluids. Don’t ac
cumulate rubbish—salvage it.
And to
protect against loss by fires caused by

c. o. Pi

ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS

442 MAIN ST„

ROCKLAND

5^

Telephone 8-g

Samuel Warren returned Tuesday
from Rockland.
Leroy Arey entertained the “Sharp
Shooters” Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones
went Wednesday to Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory
have returned from a few days’ visit
with relatives in Portland.
Mrs. Mildred Torfason has re
turned to Boston.
Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist was hostess
to the Night Hawks Wednesday, and

served lunch.
Scott Littlefield is enjoying a va
cation from the A. & IP. store. Mrs.
Rita Williams is substituting as
clerk.
Norman Johnson, who is stationed
at the Naval Air Base, Quonsett
Point, R. I., N.A.A. Force, is ill In
the hospital and will be glad to
‘hear from friends.
Mrs. Blanche Kittredge, deputy
president, and Mrs. Beulah Drew,
deputy marshal, will install Rebekah
Lodge in Camden Wednesday night;
in Rockland, Thursday night; and
Tenant’s Harbor Friday night.
Mrs. Victor Shields returned
Thursday.
Miss Athlene Thompson went
Saturday to Houlton to teach.
Mrs. Doris Youngquist has re
turned to Worcester, Mass., having
been guest of her mother, Mrs. Ver
non Warren.
The Four A’s met Wednesday
with Mrs. Lora Hardison. Lunch
was served.
Mrs. Agnes Smalley returned
Tuesday from Rockland.
Mrs. Pauline Hopkins returned
Thursday from several days’ stay in
Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Leonard Swears and daugh
ter, Mrs. Dorothy McLaughlin, re
cently entertained at a family din
ner party in honor of the return-of
Augustus Skoog from Iceland.
Others present were Mrs. Charles
Polk, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Skoog, Pa
tricia, Leonard and Roland Skoog,
Mrs. Sada Brown, Mrs George
Swears and daughter Monica.
Mrs. Marguerite Marce and
daughter Patricia, who have been
visiting Mrs. Margaret Coombs,
went Monday to Boonton, N. J.s,to
visit Mrs. Earl Coe before returning
to San Francisco.
The Non Eaters met Thursday
with Mrs. Leslie Stinson.
-V
The Antiques Club met Monday
with Mrs. Josephine MacDonald.
The astronomy class, Miss Nellie
Hall, teacher, will meet Thursday
at 7.30 in Community haU.
L. Carver Relief Corps will meet
tonight at the Grand Army rooms.
Picnic supper will be served. .'fr'

pairing and painting at the Sidney
Charles Cassie arrived Friday
Baldwin estate.
from Montreal, Canada, called fey

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Knowltor.
have closed their cottage and re
turned to Manchester, N. H.
Mrs. Dwight Stanley is passing
a few days with her parents, in
Friendship.
Sherman Stanley has employment
1 at the Knox Hotel ln Thomaston
while attending Thomaston High
School his senior year.
John Cabot will close the Cabot
cottage Tuesday and return to Wee
hawken, n. J.

the illness of his mother, Mrs. Mary
Cassie.
•
. .,
,
Mrs. Louise Sanborn, Mrs. Tyilltajn j
Clayter and daughter Jqdy went *
Saturday to Worcester, Mass.

-fr

American Legion Auxiliary will
meet Thursday, with supper at j .30.
Members will take a box lunch,
also own coffee.
■ ■ ■'
Mrs. Charles Anderson hasrtnployment in Worcester, Mass.' • •
These boys are leaving Friday far

Portland

APPLETON

Stanley Warner df Brooks ,was
guest
the past week of his urtcle
WEST WALDOBORO
Arthur
Sprowl.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sprawl, if

Florence

and

be tragedy indeed!

Capt. Leslie Davis made a trip
last Tuesday to New Harbor with
trawl fish.
Miss Dorothy Underhill is here
to close the cottage for the season
Her mother, Mrs. E. P. Underhill
suffered a broken hip and fractured
shoulder in a fall and is a patient
at the Miles Hospital in Damari
scotta. Everett Wincapaw will mo
tor to Derry, N. H. with Miss Under
hill to bring home Mrs. Wincapaw
and infant son, Carl Leland. Mrs
Wincapaw’s mother, Mrs. Sarah
Crowdery will accompany her home
for a two week’s visit.
Miss Maud Flynn of Medford
Mass., is spending several week'
with Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Orne
at their home here.
Oscar Burton is employed re

chipper in the South
Shipbuilding Corp.

Stoves, or a fa
mous

A

Fort Devens, to enter- the Service:
Fred
Chilles, Fernald Young, K&y
Maurice Davis passed Wednesday
Rosen,
Richard Healey and Newman
with his parents, Capt. and Mrs
wails.
• :
Leslie D&vis, from his duties as e

one of our Wood

FIRE

day to Yarmouthport, Mass., for a
visit at the home of her son
Stephen Bray.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry F. Huso
came Wednesday for a two week
visit.
Mrs. Arthur Emerson and Mrs
H. T. Crockett were hostesses Tues
day to the Unity Guild and invited
guests at the home of M rs Bmer
son at the golf links. A picnic lunch
including a weenie roast was served
at noon. Games of croquet and
dart throwing were enjoyed in the
afternoon, after which tea was
served by the hostesses. The guests
were Mesdames Maud Simpson
Orilla Sampson, Doris Shields
Agnes Mills, Elda Ames, Ida Dyer
Cora Lermond, Mary GTant, Nora
Waterman, Viola Joy, Nellie Bev
erage, Alice Grant, Bessie Grant
Emma Joy, Virginia Raymond, Ma
belle Stone, Leah Beverage, Pauline
Quinn, and Misses Jennie Beverage
Etta Beverage, Helen Shields and
Betty Joy.
Rev. Mr. Johnston left this week
for the annual vacation of a month
Rev. Mr. Huse and Rev. Mr. Holt
will be the supply pastors.
Miss Doris Brown is at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Laite of
Camden for a short time.
Lyman Hopkins accompanied Dr
N. K. Wood of Boston on an auto
trip to Orono this week.
Miss Mary Dyer returned Sat
urday to Seton Hill College, Greens
berg. Pa.
Durant Dyer Ls home from
Georgetown University, Washin
ton, D. C., for a few days vacation
He was accompanied by Miss Mary
Cullinane of Hamilton, Mass.
Whitney Steams of Swathmore
Pa. is in town this week.

fixtures that are wired for safety and built for beauty

and eye comfort.

Correspondent

Mrs. Franklin Hopkins has re
Parker Crockett was home from turned to Camden, having been
Portland over the week-end.
called here by the illness of her
Mrs. Charles Bray went Wednes mother, Mrs. Robert Arey.

NO

from fire.

MM. O0CSAR LAMB

COCHRAN. BAKER & CROSS
INSURANCE
406 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

and son James visited Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Freelon
Vannah in South Waldoboro.
Mrs. Blanch Dodge has returned
to Worcester, Mass., after spending
the Summer at the home of Owen
Winslow
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bidwell of
Salem, Mass., have been at their
Summer home for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hilton are
moving to the Mrs. Clarence Waltz
house in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Alton Winchenbach and
Mrs. Maurice Bodge recently visit
ed Mrs. Ida Waltz in Gross Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith of
Marblehead, Mass., have been
spending two weeks at their Sum
mer home here.
Eugene Wixchenbach, who is sta
tioned in Washington, D. <?., has
been promoted from Corporal to
Sergeant.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield and
Viola Kuhn and Owen Winslow

were recent Portland visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Savage of New
Hampshire are spending two weeks
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
jamin French.

Rockland visited Sunday with Mr,
and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody axfcd
family were guests Sunday
and Mrs. A. W. Clark in Freedom.
School teetes

;»

Defense stamps sold total
in the Grammar School.
> >
Officers chosen for the School
Improvement League are: Resi
dent, Lyndon Mink; vice president,
Eugene Philbrook; secretary, Melfsande Jones;
treasurer, Grace
Gushee.
*

Extra supplies have been bought
for First Aid Kit.
The wall clock is being cleAned
and oiled.
'
Gloria Cunninham is moving to
Belfast.
,i -In the Primary School Qie
amount of stamps sold ia $91. /fr
Pupils having dental certificates
are: Ronald Moody, Albert Moofly.
Jacqueline Demuth, Alice J. Miller
and Beverly Ann Meservey.
Officers of the School Improve
ment League are: President, Pris
cilla Wentworth; vice president,
Barbara Wadsworth; ; secretary,
Alice Miller;
treasurer,.- Dsvfc>
PauL
'
. if

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Wlnchenbaen
and daughter Eleanor, and Mrs. Ida
Waltz, Gross Neck, were guest Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase
Approximately 20 per cent of
in New Harbor.
ie total lumber output of Che
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach visited United SStates is purchased by
friends in Augusta recently.
railroads.
•’ <ii
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THOMASTON
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ADELLE M. ROES
Correspondent

A ft ft ft
Tel. M

Mrs. George Rogers was given a
surprise party "Wednesday by mem
bers of the B. H. Club. Refresh
ments were served and Mrs. Rogers
received a dozen sherbet glasses
Those present were Mrs. Kenneth
Pales, Mrs. Edna Barrett, Mrs.
Walter Bucklin, Mrs. Charles Max
ey and Mrs. Walter Delano all of
South Warren, Mrs. Ray Spear and
her guests, Mrs. William Tessin,
and Mrs. Kenneth Keyes.
Richard Skillings of Portland was
week-end
guest of
Benjamin
Smalley.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peyler and
son “Ricky” are enjoying a two
weeks vacation in Providence and
New York City.
Mrs. William Tessin returned
Sunday to Stoughton, Mass., after
three weeks’ visit with Mrs. Ray
Spear.
The Parent-Teacher Association
meets Thursday at the High School.
There will be refreshments and
also a speaker, to be selected.
The annual inspection of Grace
Chapter, O E.S. will be held Oct. 14
at 7 30 and will be preceded by a
supper at 6.30 in charge of Mrs.
Leila Smalley, Mrs. Dorothy Libby
and Mrs. Blanche Vosc. Nellie
Staples, district deputy grand ma
tron, of Rockport, will be the in
specting officer. Special guests will
be Harbor Light Chapter, Rockport,
Naomi of Tenant’s Harbor and
Pond-du-lac of Washington.
Earl Starrett of Portland spent
the week-end with his family here.
Mrs. Hollis Young leaves today
for West Roxbury, Mass., where she
will be over-night guest of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. J. Price enroute to
Bridgeport, Conn., where she will
be guest for a night of Mrs. Leon
Kistner. Then, accompanied by
Mrs. Kistner, she will continue to
West Palm Beach, Fla., where they
will visit Mrs. H. J. Anderson for
a few weeks During their stay, Mrs.
Young will visit her son, Russell
Young, who is attending Officers
Training School at Miami Beach.
Mrs. Bessie Crouse who visited
relatives here for a week, returned
Monday to Kittery.

Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

Paul Jones, son of Dr. Paul Jones
of Union, has entered the Emerson
School for Boys in Exeter, N. H.
Mrs. Lottie Gleason was in Cam
den and Rockland Thursday on
business.
Miss Inez M. Butler went Friday
to Augusta.
Prank Gcff has bought a trailer
for occupancy in Bath where he
has employment. The family has
moved there.
Mrs. Adella Townsend died Sat
urday at the Jones Sanatorium
where she had been in ill health
for a long period. Funeral services
were held at the Methodist Church.
Charles Howe has employment at
the creamery in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Drummond
have returned to Long Island, N. Y.,
after a few weeks’ stay at their
Summer home here. Enroute they
visited friends in Portland and
their sons in Elast Hartford.
Raymond Butler and family have
moved to Bath where Mr. Butler
“Half Way To Shanghai," Universal’s spy-drama of the Orient, fea
has employment.
tures J. Edward Bromberg, left, with Irene Ilervey and Kent Taylor.
War Stamps and Bonds amount Henry Stephenson, George Zucco, Charlotte Wynters, Fay Helm and
ing to $157.60 have been sold in the Lionel Royce are also featured.
grade schools during the past three
weeks.
may be obtained Thursdays and
Fridays.
with two tables, high score going
Mrs. Abbie Wilson is on vacation
to Mrs. James Creighton and Mrs.
from her duties at Hastings news
Arthur J. Elliot. The next meeting
stand. Mrs. Eloise Drinkwater is
NAOMA MAYHEW
will be Friday at the home of Miss
substituting.
Correspondent
Lizzie Levensaler, Gleason street.
J. Frank Thomas spent Sunday
Mrs. Earl Starrett returned
with his sister. Mrs. Roland Crock
Tel. 659
Thursday after spending a few days
ett in Rockport.
in Boston.
The Congregational Ladies' Circle
Mr. and Mrs. John Reid and son
will
hold its first meeting Wednes
Robert
spent
the
week-end
in
Alonzo F. Thompson
day
at 2.30 at the new Red Cross
Brunswick
visiting
their
daughter,
Alonzo P. Thompson, who died at
work
room in the Opera House.
his home on Elrin street, Sept. 26, Mrs. John Stanwood.
Burnham
Young is vacationing
Miss Helen M. Dougherty and
was bom Aug. 2, 1868 in Livermore
from
his
duties
at the Curtis hard
Palls, son of Artemus and Harriet father, Daniel A. Dougherty, have
ware
store.
(Bumpers) Thompson. He was a returned from a fortnight’s vacaThe first Fall meeting of the Bap
carpenter by trade and came here during which they visited relatives
to work for Morse Boatbuilding Co., in Ludlow, Vt., Pittsfield, Mass, tist Ladies’ Circle will be Wednes
day at 2 o'clock at the church
on a government job, several years New Haven, Hartford and New
parlors.
ago.
For eight years he was York.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Briar of Guil
Sexton of St. James Cemetery, Robert Merchant has entered
ford were week-end guests of Mr.
having to retire due to ill health. upon his Sophomore year at the
and Mrs. Lloyd Sykes.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. University of Maine.
Thompson; a son, George, of Liver
Oliver W. Mayhew has returned
more Palls; and several nieces and from New York City where he at
nephews.
tended the World Series.
fa/kat youfcuyWith
Those coming from out of town
Miss Lena Ames has taken over
to attend the services were Mr. and
The Pine Tree Gift Shop as of Oct.
Mrs. Arthur C. Leavitte of Whit
1. Mrs. Melden Smith, who was
insville, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. George
the
former owner, has moved with
Thompson and family and Mr. and
The giant four-motored Navy Pa
her family to York Harbor.
Mrs. Alfred Thompson and family
trol Bombers are the world’s most
Maynard S. Keller of Portland
of Livermore Palls.
powerful planes. They cost approxi
spent the week-end with his sister, mately $700,000 each. The Navy also
High School News
Mrs. Helen Dean.
has a lighter Bomber called the
Scrap week started off with a
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunter of Scout Bomber which costs about
“bang” by the Seniors and Juniors Haverhill, Mass., have been guests $143,000 apiece.
by making a thorough canvass of of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dean.
the town and certainly after the
Installation of officers at Maiden
week is over there should be no Cliff Rebekah Lc-dge will be Wed
need of Pall cleaning.
nesday night at 8 o'clock with Dis
The proceeds of the scrap sale trict Deputy President Blanche Kit
will be used to buy some worthy tredge of Vinalhaven as installing
project for the school.
officer. Each member is entitled to
invite a guest; refreshments will be
Sports Practice
served.
Six man football has begun and
Ethel Savage is enjoying a vaca
the following are cut for practice.
The battle for Britain was almost
tion
from her duties at J. H. Hobbs lost because England had none of
Seniors, L. Chapman, E. Verge,
these giant four-motored planes with
E Biggers, A. Pierpont; Juniors, R. Co.
The Red Cross work room is be which to fight back. We need thou
Kelly, P. Lynch; Sophomores, G.
sands of them and they are coming
Beattie, C. Pierpont, D. Riley, C. ing moved this week from the Con off the assembly lines in our pro
gregational Parish House to the duction plants at a high rate of
Sawyer.
The Commercial
Club
has room in the Opera House formerly speed today. You can help buy
awarded OG-A. prizes for short occupied by the W.P.A. sewing rcom. these for your Navy by purchasing
hand to Loraine Armstrong and The room will be open Thursdays War Bonds and Stamps every pay
day. Put at least ten percent into
Audrey Simmons. Audrey Sim and Fridays, Oct. 8 and .9 for sur Bonds
or Stamps and help your
mons has received her 39-word gical dressings, from 1 to 4 and 7 to 9 county go over its Quota.
certificate for typing.
Rachel ! and Tuesdays, beginning Oct. 13,
U. S. Treasury Department
Stetson has been busy writing from 1 to 4. Sewing to take out
stencils for the salvage campaign
this week. Beverly Kirkpatrick
has done stencils for song sheets
G. M. "PRODUCES" TONS OF SCRAP
and Audrey Simmons for the school
paper. Hazel Curtis is writing the
school news.
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WAR RDNDS

At the public card party held by
the American Legion Wednesday
those who received prizes were:
Contract, Mrs. Selma Biggers; auc
tion, Mrs. Clement Moody, Mrs. Al
ton Grover, Mrs. Weston Young
and Mrs. Clifford Clark; rummy,
Leon Hall. There will be another
card party Oct. 13.
Miss Dorothy Roberts arrived
Saturday from Dorchester, Mass., to
spend a week with her aunt, Mrs.
Letitia Starrett.
Miss Edna L. Ames entertained
a group of friends Thursday at
“Twin Birches,” Megunticook Lake,
the Summer home of Rep. and Mrs.
William T. Smith, the occasion be
ing to announce the engagement of
Miss Carolyn Elwell to Pvt. Leroy
Whitten who Ls now stationed at
Port McClellan, Ala. Some of the
guests enjoyed boating, after which
a buffet supper was served on the
sunporch, the evening being spent
socially. Those persent were Mrs.
Lawrence Carroll, Mrs. Phillip Edmands,- Mrs. William Grafton, Mrs.
W. Russell Hoffses, Mrs. Henry
Harriman, Mrs. Kenneth Keyes, Mrs.
Horace Keizer, Mrs. Stephen Lav
ender. Mrs. Robert Mitchell, Mrs.
The Senior Class will have a
Puller Taylor, Mrs. Woodrow Wil dance Tri.. Oct. 9. Admission 17c.
son. Mrs. Walter Young. Miss Ruth Come one! Come All Have an en
Butler. Miss Everol Elwell and Miss joyable evening.adv.
93-lt
Ethel Upham.
Patricia LeSan returned Monday
to Lisbon Palls, after several days
stay • with her aunt, Mrs. Earl
Wkat
Witfi
Starrett.
The Contract Club met Friday

WAR BONDS

To Help
Prevent

COLDS

from developing

Put a few drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol
up each nostril at the very first sniffle,
sneeze or sign of nasal irritation. Its
quick action aids
Nature’s defenses
- IP
agalnstcolds.FoUow
directions in folder. VATRGNOL

Winter flying jackets for both the
Army and Navy Air Corps are regu
lar equipment for our aviators. They
cost from $1$ to $18 and are made of
horsehide leather lined with sheep
shearling.

two of the ninety
war plants of
General Motors.
Above, a worker

wifvc

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS
TRICT OF MAINE
IN BANKRUPTCY
To the Creditors of the partnership
of Sleeper Brothers, the individual co
partners In which are Charles Henrv
Sleeper and Wyvem F Fernald. and
Wyvern F Fernald. Individually, of
Rockland. In the County of Knox and
State of Maine.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
twenty-slxeh day of September. 1942.
the
said
partnership
of Sleeper
Brothers, the Individual co-partners In
which are Charles Henry Sleeper and
Wyvern F. Fernald. and Wyvern F.
Fernald, Individually, were duly ad
judicated bankrupts, and that the
first meeting of creditors will be held
at the Court House. In Rockland.
Maine, on the fifteenth day of Octo
ber. A D 1942. at nine o'clock th the
forenoon, at which time the sikl
creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the
bankrupts and transact such business
aa may properly come before said
meeting
Bankrupts' petition was filed Sep
tember 24. 1942
Dated October 2. 1942
WALTER M SANBORN.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

Scrap piles in

Purchase of one $18.75 War Bond,
for which you receive $25 in 10
years, will pay for one of these jack
ets so necessary for our airmen fly
ing at high altitudes and in northern
climes. So you and your neighbors
can do your bit by investing at least
10 percent of your salary every pay
day in War Bonds to help pay the
cost of this equipment for intrepid
American flyers. Join the parade,
and help top the War Bond Quota in
your county. £/ y. Treasury Department

is cutting up old
metal with a
torch pre p a r atory to shipping
to steel mills. At
right, a giant
electro - magnet
adds another
hunk of steel to
another scrap
pile.

"AETROIT—An intensive scrap road siding where cast iron bor
M drive in general Motors war ings had been dumped for years
plants from Connecticut to Cali prior to shipping. In another a
fornia has already, increased the bronze eagle cast 30 years ago was
nation's stockpile by a total of unearthed. An electro-magnet rig531,000,000 pounds of iron, steel, ged beneath a truck picks up
copper, aluminum and other met loose metal in the yard of still
als essential to the war effort. another G. M. war plant, while
Enough old metal to provide the several divisions have shipped to
scrap necessary td build two 35,- mill and smelter tons of railway
000-ton battleships has been turn rails which had served as park
up in plant “attics” by General ing lot bumpers.
Snakes have a protective “storm- ed
Motors “waste wardens” Since
All G. M. divisions have organ
window” over their eyes, a trans Jan. 1, 1942. This is in addition
ized
salvage units, and every
parent membrane which save’*the to the normal flow of production
square foot of buildings and yards
scrap
L’OTUJU Claims fried mart be pre ergan from scratches and injuries i
In one plant a virtual mine i is being combed for “dormant
pared and sworn to according to legal reports the Better Vision Institute. J
Mqulremenu.
was.discovered alongside a rail LmtoL” ............

Rockport Citizens

ROCKPORT
ftft ftft
LIDA a CHAMPNEY
Correapondent
ft ft ftft
Tel. 2320

Asked"To Attend Importdht
Meeting In That Town
- Friday Night
Rockport, Oct. 2. (

Mrs. Raymond Holton of Haw-1
home. N. Y., has been visiting her dau(
gter, Mrs. Victor Mackie at Long Ella
ove.
rtri

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

I believe it does one good once
Philip Spear and family will move
in
a while to count his many bless
Thursday to Woolwich where he
ings. As citizens of Rockport, let's
has bought a house.
also ask ourselves. “Did I have a
Word has been received from Mrs. part in bringing that about?” If
Glenn Smith of her safe arrival at not why net?
San Antonio, Texas, and stating
Here are some of the blessings:
that she and Mr. Smith are pleas Active Civilian Defense organiza
antly located in a four-room apart tion, A-l volunteer fire department,
ment.
progressive Red Cross Chapter,
Mrs. Elmer Crockett of Camden, community free from ravages of
was week-end guest of Mr. and war, churches, freedom of speech,
Mrs. George Crockett.
educational opportunities, first class
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson of Boy Scout Troop. There are others
Augusta were at their Amsbury so numerous it would be impossi
home Sunday, preparatory to clos ble to list them.
Citizens of Rockport and inter
ing it for the Winter.
ested
friends are asked to meet
It is hoped that every citizen will
Oct.
9
at the town hall at 7.30.
make a special effort to attend the
Several
reels
of sound films wUl be
meeting at Town Hall Friday night
shown
illustrating
how each can be
in the interest of Civilian Defense.
of
service
to
his
community.
Three rolls of films will be shown
The vacancies caused by de
and there will be other important
parture
of many key men, must
features.
be filled in order to perfect the or
Donald Joyce and family, who
ganization into a powerful defense
have been occupying the Pottle
unit. Such subjects as "The Ci
house on, Limerock street, will soon vilian Serves,’’ “Civilian Fire Fight
move to the Jennie Hartford house ers” and “Air Raid Wardens” will
on Pascal avenue which he has re
be discussed.
cently bought
Every person should consider it
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will his duty to set aside Friday night
hold an all-day meeting Wednes in order to be present at Rock
day at the vestry. Two quilts will port town hall to support and in
be ,tacked.
tensify the Civilian Defense ac
Miss Elizabeth Pietsch of Rydal, tivities.
Pa„ Is guest at the home of Mr.
Earle Achom,
and Mrs. Edgar S. Bohndell.
Chief Air Raid Warden
Lt. Com. Fredretck F. Richards
who left for service ten days ago, port. The double ring ceremony
is now taking an eight weeks’ was performed by Rev. F. Ernest
course of training at an indoctrina Smith ✓ The couple were attended
by Miss Marilyn M. Wood and Sid
tion school in New York.
Miss Althea Joyce was at home ney Andrews. The groom’s mother
from Farmington Normal School to also witnessed the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
spend the week-end with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joyce. and Mrs. Chauncey D. Turner of
Mrs. Mary Hall and daughter Windsor and is employed in Au
Bmily of Glen Cove were dinner gusta at junior stenographer. Mr.
guests Sunday of Mrs. Edith Over Noyes is the son of the late Edward
R. Noyes and Mrs. Noyes of Rock
lock.
Mrs. Everett Libby of Manchester, port and is employed as a welder
N. H., has been spending a few at Snow’s Shipyard, in Rockland.
days at her home on Amsbury The couple left immediately for
street. She was joined over the Washington, D. C. for a week’s
week-end by Mr. Libby, their honeymoon trip.
daughter Katherine and Mr. Smitchen, and returned to Manchester
Standard Weights
with them Sunday night.
1 Bushel—Lbs.
The Scribblers’ Club met on
Apples
..........................................
44
Monday with Mrs. Balnche Ells
Apples,
dried
...................
„
.........
25
worth. Picnic luncheon was served
Barley ................
48
with ten members present.
Beans ............................................ 60
Misses Edith and Patricia Wall
have rtumed from Boston where Beans, Lima.............................. 56
they were joined by their sister, Beans, snell.............................. 28
58
Hilda Wall, R. N., who came on Beans, Soy ...........................
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
from Saratoga Springs to spend a
pole ................................................ 50
few days with them.
Beans, string .................................. 24
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Annis have re
Beans, Windsor (broad) ............ 47
ceived word from their son Ed win
Beets ................................................ 60
that he is now in pilot training.
Beets, mangel-wurzel ................. 60
He would be glad, to hear from
Beets, sugar ................................. 60
friends. His address is A-C Edwin
Beets, turnip.................................. 60
Annis, Sqd. 3C-P Santa Anna Army
Beet Greens............................... .. 12
Air Base, Santa Anna, Calif.
Blackberries ................................. 40
At the latest business meeting of Blueberries ................................... 42
the Simonton Community Associa
Bran and Shorts ........................ 20
tion the president, Harvey Simon Buckwheat ................................... 48
ton was presented a signet ring. Carrots ........................................ 50
He is leaving Oct. 9 for Army serv Corn, cracked ............................. 50
ice. Mr. Simonton is the son of Com, Indian ............................... 56
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Simonton Cranberries ..............
32
of Upper Main street.
Currants .......................... «......... - 40
Methodist Junior Ladies’ Aid will Dandelions ............... -........ .......12
serve a public supper at the vestry Feed ~......................................... - 50
Wednesday from 5.30 to 7 o’clock. Flaxseed ....................................... 56
In connection with Rally Day Hair .......................................
11
which will be observed Sunday by Kale ...................................
13
the Baptist Church School a sup Lime ............................................. 70
per will be served to all School Meal (except oatmeal) ............... 50
members at tfie vestry Friday with Meal, corn ................................... 50
the Trytohelp Club in charge.
Meal, rye........ -........................ — W
The first meeting of the Twen Millet, Japanese ......... *............. 35
tieth Century Olub following the Oats ........................................... „ 32
Summer recess will be held Friday Onions ............................................ - 52
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Parsley .......................... —............ 8
Blanche Ellsworth. Mrs. Diana Parsnips ...................................... 45
Pitts will be the reader, giving a Peaches, dried ............................. 33
Review of the book “Looking for Peanuts, green ............................ 22
Trouble” by Virginia Cowles. The Peanuts, roasted ...................
.. 20
program for this year is of a mis Pears ................................................ 58
cellaneous nature, with one after Peas, smooth............................... 60
noon devoted to music and one to Peas, wrinkled ............................ 56
poetry. The officers and commit Peas, unshelled, green ............. - 28
tees are: President, Miss Marion Potatoes .....
80
Weidman; vice president, Mrs. Potatoes, sweet........................... - 54
Alice Gardner: secretary-treasurer, Quinces ........................................ 48
Mrs. Evelyn Cunningham; execu Raspberries ............................... - 40
tive committee, Mrs. Hester O. Rice, rough................................... 44
Crone. Mrs. Margaret Eckman. Mrs. Rye ............................................. - 56
Doris B. Graffam; entertainment Salt, coarse .............................. 70
committee. Miss Hazel Lane, Mrs. Salt, Turk’s Island ..................... 70
Nellie Ballard. Mrs. Helen S. Over SaJt, fine........................... „............ 60
man; picnic committee, Mrs. Nina Salt, Liverpool .......................... — 60
Carroll, Mrs. Lina Joyce, Mrs. Seed, alfalfa......................... 60
Seed, clover ...................
60
Hazel Cain.
Seed,
hemp
„
.........................
44
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hofer of

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
- -- -

Oj
Miss Annie Frost is spending the
jonth of October in Massachusetts, Eaj
|siting relatives in Attleboro and of
sire
aiinton.

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

mer

Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 2$ cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cfents for three times. Five

small words to a line.
j __ ..
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

WHITE bristle Muresco brush lost
from auto on Main St. C. E. MAR
SHALL. 2 Willow St._____________ 93«lt
LADY'S black pocketbook lost in
vicinity Public Landing.
Return to
IDA LAMPINEN. 53 Pleasant St.. City

SIX kitchen chairs, oak desk, two
oak stands, two rocking chairs, and
floor lamp for sale. Call at 28 JAMES
ST.
93-95
COMMERCIAL Woodworking equip
ment for sale: Buzz Planer. Novelty
Shaper. Circular saw. Molding Ma
chine. Office Table 3x3 feet. Four
Drawer card file. Hydraulic car Jack,
70 building moving rollers 3 feet
long. 30 rollers 18 Inches long, horse
operatde crab winch for moving
heavy objects, two antique bureaus,
antique desk, house lot 100x100 feet
<fn Route No. 1. $50. A real buy. AL
TON H. CRONE. Wildwood Park. Rock
port, Telephone Camden 2489.
93-94

____________________________ 93»lt
ARMY bracelet found. Edward D.
Fogg, Camp Lee. Va
MARY WOOg
TER. 9 Sweetland St City._____ 93*95

BLACK billfold lost. Keep money.
Return to DON CURTIS. Box ig'
R. F. D, Old County Road, City 92-91

TO LET

WOOD for fuel. A number of wood
plots for sale where you can cut your
own fire wood. Easy access to Route
CAR storage—If you do not plan to
No 1. Price right. Call today, after 1 operate your car this Winter, don't
6 o'block. ALTON H. CRONE. Rockport. leave lt out doors
Car storag'1 rea
Telephone. Camden 2469.________ 93-94 sonable rates. Also have storage room
personal effects or
COLLIE puppies for sale. SCHUL | for furniture, ALTON
H
CRONE,
LER HAWES. Union_____________ 93*95 merchandise.
Rockport.
Telephone, Camden 2469
PIGS for
sale—GLEASON
HILL _____ _____________________________ 93-94
93*95
FARM. Union, phone 4 ring 5.
APARTMENT of 5 rooms to let,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
West Meadow Road, bath, furnace and
Double house In Camden, large lot garage.
Tel. 195
MRS. JONATHAN
of land, furnace, bath, garage, near GARDNER. 63 Summer St.
93*95
schools, good neighborhood, price low.
TWO newly decorated apartments
Modem houses. In Rockland, few
minutes walk from P. O. Several of for rent. Adults preferred. Inquire at
these properties have not previously 28 JAMES ST, City ___________93-95
been on the market, an exceptional
TWO large furnished rooms to let
opportunity for someone to secure a
desirable home at a reasonable price. on first floor at 55 TALBOT AVE
8-room house at Ingraham's Hill, ____________________________________ 93-tf
chance for gardefi, good neighbors,
TWO-Room furnished apartment to
price low.
let, no children; 57 PACIFIC ST.
Bargains in houses in Thomaston ___________________________________ 91*93
and Rockport.
FIVE rooms. 2nd floor, unfurnished
Two farms in Rockland suitable for
poultry and general farming, one has apartment to let. Corner Warren and
Main streets.
Adults only
Hot wa
a large blueberry field.
Also, farms In Knox and Lincoln ter heat and bath. Tel. 986-J, C A.
91 tf
Counties, suitable for extensive farm HAMILTON, 29 Chestnut St
ing or Summer homes.
ONE of the finest homes on No 1
If you are Interested In buying any Highway to let. In Rockport
Wlil
kind of property get In touch with
conslde lease from 1 to 5 years Very
L. A. THURSTON. 468 Old County convenient to Camden and Rockland.
Road, Tel. 1159;___________________ 92-94 HASELLL & CORTKELL, Camden.
UNIVERSAL electric range for sale. ___________________________________ 91-93
Cabinet style with automatic oven
AT Warren, 1 minute walk from the
control and thrift cooker.
TEL. post office. 4 rooms and attic to let.
1179-R._________________________________ 93-95 G. W. WALKER. Tel. Warren, 17-4 or
91-93
FIVE tons of blueberry hay for sale. 48..
MRS H. L. GRINNELL. Union. Me..
Tel. 7-13.__________________________ 92 94
1931 "A’ Ford for sale cheap. Good
tires. TEL.1036-M.________________ 93*

WANTED

PLACE wanted where
elderly gen
tleman can be boarded.
DONALD

CRIE, Tel 205 or 369-M__________ 92 94
MRS.
Dana
Sawyer.
Hyler
St.
Thomaston,
has
large
assortment
Christmas and greeting cards for
sale
Will take orders. TEL. THOM
ASTON 177-3.
92-94
LARGE Cabinet Heater, pot type,
oil burner; almost new with patent
draft control, $35 cash. W. A RIVERS.
Cushing. Tel. 198-5.
___________ 92*94
RENT plan, house and 6 acres land
for sale, Thomaston. $500.
Four
room
house Pleasant Gardens, $350.
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel
1154._______________________________ 92-tf
SEPCO electric hot water heating
tank for sale $80.
Good condition.
Apply K. S. F. at The Courier-Gazette
Office.______________________________
INCUBATOR, 1440 egg Jamesway.
good condition, for sale. Price right
for cash. ELVA BORNEMAN, Waldo
boro.
92-94
L J R. D No. 2.
. ■„
__
WOODEN wheelbarrows (with side
boards! for sale. $8 75. H. H. CRIE &
CO., Tel 205. City, 328 Main St 92 94
LARGE Atlantic Heater for sain.
Good condition. R. J. MADDOCKS,
Liberty. Tel. W. Appleton, 12-12.
92*94
FORD DeLuxe, 1940 for sale. 4-door
sedan, mileage^ 14,278. five tires, one
never used, price $625. MRS DON
ALD BREWSTER, 30 Granite St.
City._______________________________ 92*94
180 ROCK pullets for sale.
DAN
MacINTOSH, Appleton Village, 92*94
USED furniture for sale, clean,
good condition; 189 LIMEROCK ST..
City. Tel 839-M._________________ 91-93
RUTABAGA turnips for sale; best
of table turnips, $1 bu.
FRED H.
RYER. R.FD. Box 123, Rockland.
____________________________________ 9P93
MEAT refrigerator, 73" long 29"
wide. 66" high.Sell cheap If
taken
at once
MRS. MYRONMANk. 348
Broadway. City
91*93
LADY'S Winter dress coat
Like
new
Worn very little. Price right
Slze l4 or 16 years. TEL. 626.
91*93
MACHINE made lobster plugs for
sale. $1 a 1000; Balt bags 7c and 8c.
C.O.D. orders filled. R. T. CREAMER,
Tel. S6-13. Thomaston.______
91*93
1933 Ford Coach for sale; good condltlon; good tires.
TEL. 539-W . 60
Willow St._________________________ 91*93
CHESTNUT horse for sale; young,
souhd. kind
Good worker, single or
double. J. W. SEARS, Waldoboro. Tel.
13-11.
91*93
Cil FT.X8FT. boat for sale; Chev. 6
Engine; suitable for fishing or par
ties. Sacrifice price. TEL. 439-14
‘
______________________
91*93
1933 Chev. Coupe for sale; 1936 Ter-

raplane Coupe; 1935 Chev. Sedan;
1932 Chev. Coach; 1934 Ford Tudor.
FRED WALTZ, 165 Broadway. Tel.
838-W.
9093
PARKS Buker place for sale on up
per Camden St., Rockland (nearly op
posite 811sby'a greenhouse entrance)
dwelling, shed, garage and large hen
houses and about one and one-fourth
acres of land, partly wooded; also
household furniture and furnishings.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM, trustee; phone
________________________________ t»-tf
HOT Point electric range for sale.
TEL. 217-M._______________________ 91-93
NINE-Room

house

In Rockport

for

sale. Fine view of harbor
Inquire
MAYNARD INGRAHAM. Rockport.
88-93

j

,
I
I

I

1
i

MISCELLANEOUS
ROCKL5ND Sanitary Service Waste
removal and trucking.
Tel. 63-M
ARTHUR ST. CI AIR._________
93*95
CHRISTMAS CARDS- Embos:-ed
with sender's name 50 for $1
Also
12 fast-selling Assortments
Make up
to 100% cash profit
Extra bonus
Experience unnecessary
Sampb on
approval
PRISCILLA STUDIOf? 21"
Tremont St., Dept. 54. Boston
93*lt
If the party that was seen and
recognized, that took the paper carton
which contained dishes from the re=t
dence at 232 Broadway will return tW
same Immediately to the premises, no
questions will be asked and owntr wlj
not prosecute.______ __________
92-91
ELDERLY LADIES to board, good
Mrs. Jas. Ewetaoln shrdlu nu n’-i'inu
MRS JAS EWING, Tel. Warren ’9-2
9395

FOR SALE

Seed, Timothy ........................
Harbor Light Chapter. O.EB. will Seed, millet ____
hold its stated meeting tonight. It Seed, orchard grass........... ........ —
it expected that the degrees will Seed, redtop___ ___
be conferred on two candidates. Seed. Sea.Island cotton_______
Seed, sorghum.......................
Refreshments after the meeting.
Seed,
upland cotton----- -------- „
Mrs. Nellie Benner of Belmont.
Spinach
----- ..------- --------------Mass*, was recent guest at the
Strawberries
_...........
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles S
Tomatoes
.........................................
Gardner.

45

Pure Bred Pigs

During the Summer and Fall
make appointments for Tuesday- and

50
1.4
14
44

Hampshlrea

Fridays.
DR J. H. DAMON. Dentist,
office over Newberry’s 5 8c 10 '*n;

6-8-10 weeks old

50

Emil S&kacy, Mgr.

30
12
40

Brookwood Farm

Noyes-Turner

DENTAL

store. 362 Main St.

Phone or Write

Ir. Andrews returning Monday to

New Harbor 297
________________________________ 88-93

Mrs. Ralph Norton lias returned sis 5
om Boston where she was called bta
da.J
the death of her aunt, Mrs.

ertrude Pritchard.
| Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin B Bisbee. M:
Camden street, are holding open an
>use Thursday as part of the ob- bol
irvanee of their 50th wedding
miversary.

NOTICE

Tel. 415-W

IIIVS 0N^

Also a “Must Sec" picture pro
duced by the U. S. Government.
You’ll remember as long as yon
remember Pearl Harbor!

92 tf

BEAU TiriJL Fantall
Pigeons for
sale: black, tan and white; pedigreed
stock. 74 Beech St., CHICK SPEAR
Rockland.
93-lt

55
MARY Thurston home. Spruce and
50 School Sts. for sale. Inquire MAY-

MAKE EVERY
PAY DAY

85-93

Turnips, rutabaga ...................
60
DE8IRABLE property for sale In
A marriage of interest took place Wheat .......................................... 60 Camden,
to sett.„
tie estate. J. HERBERT
GOULD. Tel. 2308 or 2170. Camden
Saturday afternoon at the Metho The standard weight of a
_ ______________ _____ 69 tf
dist parsonage .when Miss Dorotlu \barrel of Fk>ur is ...... „...... 196 lbs. _________________
H. hard coat, egg, stove, nut
•15.50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
Ada Turner of Augusta, became the The standard weight cf a
cf mice New River soft, not screened
bride of Lyle Davis Noyes of Rockbarrel of Potatoes is
165 ttw. $10.25 ton del. M. B. St C. O. PERRY
M MMO 8L, Tel. $87, ■
W-tf

tail

all

[Ls home in Cleveland. Ohio. Mr.
id Mrs. Fuller will remain in lut
srtland for the week.

FOR SALE

Pemaquld.. Maine

NARD INGRAHAM, Rockport.

| Mr. and Mrs. Fl ank W Fuller
Su
id Mrs. Fuller’s brother, Frank led
jndrews, spent the week-end in
jrtland with the Wyman Fosters, ha i

THklU-HUNW
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Turnips, English ...........................

Wh
Joseph Pietroski of Providence, nncj
ient the week-end with his par- Joy
its, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Pietroski. fre.i
Rill
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll B Ronco Ral
id son, Carl Lee, have been visitg Mi's. Ronco's parents, Mr. and
1
rs. Percy L. McPhee, James street, R :|
hey have returned to Somesville,
pa
ount Desert Island, where Mr.
urc
,onco is principal of the High and
chool. Mr and Mrs. Ronco spent
Eai
le Summer in Connecticut, where per
r. Ronco was employed at the Wi
■att & Whitney manufacturing qud
ant, East Hartford.

HOT HASHES
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Chester Whites

ration agent, University of Maine (iuel
xtension Service, was home from pre)
over-Foxcroft for the week-end. whi

CHEAP coupe wanted for cash: good
rubber. Call after 4 p. m., 57 PACIFIC 1C. F Grimes cf Vinalhaven was
ST. '
93*95
WTLL buy 5 or 6 room house In IB Rockland Monday cn his way to
Rockland. South Thomaston, Thom Boston for a few days.
aston,
Camden.
Rorkport.
Write
HOUSE, care Courier-Gazette.
93*98
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
AN Opportunity for Service The
Army and Navy are calling our young
;ond floor, 16 School street. Odd
er employes to military service If
you. either single or a married couple
shows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
wonder what best to do for the coming
its and Cloth Coats at moderate
Winter, decide to help out. at the
same time tecelve a desirable salary
ices.
9tf
with full maintenance and reasonable
hours. please write to GARDNER
STATE HOSPITAL,
East Gardner.
Complete line of Gossard’s Miss
Mass.
93 95
mplicity Foundation garments,
FOUR or five rcom furnished apart
ont
lacing corsets, combinations,
ment wanted TFL. 73-W.
93-95
Expert
fitting and alterations,
FEMALE cook
Not over fifty. In
good health.
Good home for the
rs.
L.
K.
Mansfield,
232 Main St.,
right person.
Wages $16 per week,
with usual time off. Will pay pass
one 1100. Rockland.
41-T-tf
age here. Write to D. W. HOFFSES.
Supt.
Sailors'
Snug Harbor. 407
Palmer Street. Quincy. Mass. Pres
eYOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROM>
ent cook who has been here going on
to nine years, forced to leave owing
to poor health.
93-95
BOY wanted to work two nights s
week
Write BOX 25. care Courler93*95
Gazette
If you suffer from hot flashes, dizzi
ness, distress of "Irregularities", are
POSITION wanted as housekeeper,
weak, nervous—due to the functional
man alone or small family. TEL 852.
92*94
“middle-age” period In a woman's
life—try Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vege
CLEAN, comfortable home wanted al
table Compound. It's helped thou
once In city, near school, to board
sands upon thousands of women to
7-yr. old girl.
Inquire 13 HOLMES
relieve such annoying symptoms.
ST , City, In person._____________ 92*94
Follow label directions. Plnkham’s
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
No cook
ying!
lng or washing. Tel. 298-J or call at
18 Shaw Ave., SAM SAVITT
92 tf
LICENSED hairdresser wanted ex
perienced In finger waving and per
manents essential; year-round posi
tion
P. O. BOX 242. Damarlpcotta.
_________ 92-93
GIRL or woman wanted for house
work
MRS. EATON, 455 Old Countv
Rd. Tel 645-J.__________________ 91*93
STAMPSM BONDS
PERMANENTS- at
rour
home.
$8, guaranteed
Shampoo, flngerwave.
manicure, $1 25. EVA WEAVER Tel.
67-R-______________________________ 92-tf
TODAY, WED., TIH’RS.
LISTINGS wanted for small houses
5 to 7 rooms. Have severe 1 customers
TWO BIG HITS TWO
to pay cash for desirable, residential
and farm property. L. A THURSTON.
Tel. 1159
__________________ 9? tf
MEET RADIO’S
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
JOHNNt-ON-W'-SRPI
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St. Tel. 212 W
92-tf

Cambridge, Mass., are spending two Seed, herdsgrass•■•••«« •••••••••••••••• ••••••
weeks at their Summer home on Seed, Hungs: .an grass...... —....
Beech HUI.

Ardrey Orff, Ocean street, is a Offi[
rgical patient at the Knox cle<
deni
ospital.
pr<
Rev. and Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart ond
id son, John, of Cape Neddick. Is Rat]
Biting Mrs. Stuart’s parents, Mr. colt
rd' Mrs. Earl U. Chaples, Grace ory,
Claj
eet<
nua
Miss Barabara Orff, home demon- th.
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WAR
>$/B0ND DAY

STOP SPIN0IN6—SAVE DOliASi

Plus LATEST NEW'S
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Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

Mrs. Susan Bowley, employed in
SMALL-PIERCE
the Gilford B. Butler law office, is
Friday evening, at the Methodist
wi vacation. Accompanied by Miss parsonage. Friendship, Linwood E. I
Barbara Ross of South Thomaston, Small and Mrs. Flo L. Pierce were
she is visiting in Philadelphia.
unifed in marriage by Rev. Walter
A. Smith. The single ring service'
Mrs. Frances Carr of Bangor is was used and the ccuple were at- I
the guest of Mrs. Frances C. Ryder. tended by Mr. and Mrs. Lester A.
Mrs Raymond Holton of HawMr. and Mrs. E. M. O’Neil and
Simmons of Lawry.
iornc. N Yhas been visiting her daughter Rose are occupying Mrs.
Charles McWhinnie is a patient
ster Mrs. Victor Mackie at Long Ella Bird’s residence on Spring
at Knox Hospital.
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

Social Matters

EFFECTIVE

IT COSTS
>t to exceed three lines lnfor 50 cents. Additional
cents for three times. Five

so called t. e. advertisebe sent to The C ourierits additional.

,OST AND FOUND
HITE bristle Mureuco brush lost
I auto on Main St. C. E. MAR.
ILL. 2 Willow St._____________ 93.jt
IDY'S black pocketbook lost in
iitv Public Landing.
Return to
LAMPINEN, 53 Pleasant St., City

____________________ _ 93»lt
ftlY bracelet found. Edward D
Camp Lee. Vn
MARY WOOS
9 Sweetland St City.
93*95
,ACK
rn

billfold
to DON

Keep money
CTJRTIS. Box 18,'

lost.

D. Old County Road. City. 92-94

TO LET
R storage—If you do not plan to
ite your car this Winter, don’t
! lt out doors
Car storage reable rates Also have storage room
furniture, personal effects or
lhandisc.
ALTON
H
CRONE,
port. Telephone, Camden 2469
______________________ 93-94
ARTMENT of 5 rooms to let.
Meadow Road, bath, furnace and
Tel 195
MRS. JONATHAN
)NER 63 Summer St.
93*95

newly decorated apartments
ent Adults preferred. Inquire at
MES ST City___________ 93-95
70 large furnished rooms to let
Irst floor at 5S TALBOT AVE.
__________________________ 93-tf

fO Room furnished apartment to
ho children; 57 PACIFIC ST.
________ 91*93
?E rooms, 2nd floor, unfurnished
iment to let. Corner Warren and
•redAdults only
Hot waneat and bath
Tel P86-J, (j a
ILTON. 29 Chestnut St.
91 tf
IE of the finest homes on No 1
way to let. In Rockport.
Will
Ider lease from 1 to 5 years. Very
enlent to Camden and Rockland
E7LLL & CORTHELL, Camden.
______________ _______________ 91-93
Warren, 1 minute walk from the
office. 4 rooms and attic to let.
WALKER. Tel Warren, 17-4 or
91 93

WANTED
|EAP coupe wanted for cash: good
►er. Call after 4pm. 57 PACIFIC
____________ 93*95
ILL buy 5 or 6 room house in.
Eland Sou’ll Thomaston, ThomCamden,
Roekport.
Write
1SE care Courler-Oazette.
93*98
Opportunity for Service: The
y and Navy are calling our youngemployes to military service. If
either single or a married couple
ler what best to do for the coming
ter decide to help out, at the
time receive a desirable salary
full maintenance and reasonable
s.
please
write to GARDNER
Ea; t
Gardner.
TE HOSPITAL,
_____________________ 93 95
►UR or five room furnished apartwanted TEL. 73 W
93-95
Male cook. Not over fifty, in
health
Good home for the
person
Wages $16 per week,
usual time off. Will pay passh-re
Write to D W HOFFSES.
Sailors'
Snug Harbor,
407
cr Street. Quincy, Mass.
Presrook who has been here going on
ine vears forced to leave owing
oor health
93-95
►Y wanted In work two nights a
Write BOX 2.5. care Courlertte___________________________ 90*95
SITION wanted as housekeeper,
alone or small family. TEL. 852.
92*94
IAN. comfortable home wanted at
In cltv, near school, to board
old girl
Inquire 13 HOIjMES
City, in person._____________ 92*94
►USEKEEPER wanted
No cooksr washing Tel. 298-J or call at
haw Ave , SAM SAVITT
92 tf
IENSED hairdresser wanted, exnced In finger waving and per
mits essential; year-round poslP O BOX 242. Damariscotta.
_
_______92-93
j nr woman wanted for houseMR-S EATON. 155 Old County
’el 645-J
91*93
RMANENTS
at
tour
home,
uaranteed
Shampoo, fingerwave.
cure. $1 25
EVA WEAVER. Tel.
____________________________ 92-tf
INGS wanted for small houses
rooms Have several customers
• h fnr desirable, residential
i property. I, A THURSTON.
__ 59
________ 92 tf
RNTTURE wanted to upholster,
i fnr and delivered. T. J. FLEM19 Birch St Tel. 212 W
92-tf

OVC

street during the Winter.

M Annie Frost is spending the
Opportunity Class of the First
on-:i cf October in Massachusetts, Baptist Church met at the home
utu r relatives in Attleboro and of Mrs. Clara B. Emery, Limeroek
atinton.
street, Thursday night, with 20
members and two guests present.
Ardrey OrfT. Ocean street, is a Officers for the coming year were
irgical patient at the Knox elected: Mrs. Helen Bean, presi
lospital.
dent; Mrs. Nellie Magune, first vice
president; Mrs. Ethel Colburn, sec
ri". and Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart ond vice president; Mrs. Corns
id son, John, of Cape Neddick. is Randall, secretary; Mrs. Ada Pres
siting Mrs. Stuart’s parents, Mr. cott, treasurer; Mrs. Edith Greg
;d Mrs. Earl U. Chaples, Grace ory, missionary treasurer, and Mrs.
leet.t
Clara B. Emery, teacher. The an
nual birthday party will be held at
Miss Barabara Orff, home demon- the church, Oct. 22, the usual ban
kration agent. University of Maine quet to be emitted. A program was
Extension Service, was home from presented by Mrs. Ada Prescott
over-Foxcroft for the week-end. which consisted of readings by Mrs.
Winnie Keller and Mrs. Prescott
Joseph Pietroski of Providence, and piano solos by Mrs. Lillian
lent the week-end with his par- Joyce and Barbara Clark. Re
■iit.s. Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Pietroski. freshments were served by Mis.
Rilla Vannah and Mrs. Corris
Mr and Mrs. Carroll B. Ronco
Randall.
nd on, Carl Lee, have been visitg Mi's. Ronco’s parents, Mr. and
Lieut, and Mrs. Ellsworth T.
rs. Percy* L. McPhee, James street,
Rundlett entertained at a dinner
lev have returned to Somesville,
party at the Thorndike Hotel Sat
(fount Desert Island, where Mr.
urday night their guests being Mr.
onco is principal of the High
and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and Mrs.
hool. Mr. and Mrs. Ronco spent
Earle R. Gowell. Mrs. Rundlett ex
ie Summer in Connecticut, where
pects to leave the 14th for Fort
r Ronco was employed at the
Williams, where the Rundletts have
ratt & Whitney manufacturing quarters.
liant, East Hartford.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller
nd Mrs. Fuller’s brother, Frank
ndrews, spent the week-end in
'ortland with the Wyman Fosters,
r Andrews returning Monday to
is home in Cleveland. Ohio. Mr.
nd Mrs. Fuller will remain in
ortland for the week.

Mrs. Ralph Norton has returned
om Boston where she was called
the death of her aunt, Mrs.
lertrude Pritchard.

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin B. Bisbee.
Camden street, are holding open
(ouse Thursday as part of the obrvance of their 50th wedding
nniversary.
C. F Grimes cf Vinalhaven was
Rockland Monday cn his way to I

loston for a few days.

Raymond Glennon of Sanford is
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Ro
land Grant, Purchase street.
Mrs. Charles A. Emery has called
a meeting of her committee heads
of the Rockland Servicemen's Club
at the Community Building, Wed
nesday at 2 o’clock.
Mrs. M. C. Lockhart of Moncton,
N. B., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Da

vid 3. Beach, Highland street.

Edna Thlbcdieau of Portland
was a guest last week of Mrs.
James Doherty.

Mrs. Clara Robinson has left for
Arlington, Va., for a visit with her
daughter, Barbara.

Mrs. Stanley J. Quinn of North
Haven, announces the engagement
of her sister. Barbara Helen Perry
of Rockland to Milton Ames Bev
erage, son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
L. Beverage of North Haven.
Miss Perry is the daughter of
the late Horace and Ruth Oliver
Perry. She w’as graduated from
Rockland High School in 1935 and
has been employed by the Knox
County Trust Co., and for the past
three and one-half years by Frank
H. Ingraham, attorney-at-law.
Mr. Beverage is a graduate of
North Haven High Schocl, class of
1935 and Suffolk Law School, Bos
ton, class of 1940. He was admit
ted to practice in Maine in Febru
ary 1941. Shortly after, he was
drafted and is a staff sergeant
stationed1 at Philadelphia.

OSCAR M. BICKMORE
Oscar M. Bickmore, 84, retired
farmer, died Saturday at the home
of his son, Harry P. Bickmore,
Rcckland. He was born in Frlendsh p, son of Eli and Julia Simmons
Bickmore, and lived in North Wal
doboro many years before coming
to Rockalnd 22 years ago.
He is survived by two sons,
Merton E. Bickmore of Portland
and Harry P. Bickmore of Rock
land; three grandsons, Earle H.
Bickmore of Kittery,, Luther F.
Bickmore of Boston and Burton O.
Bickmore of Portland: a greatgrandson, Robert H. Bickmore of
Kittery, and three sisters, Mrs.
Emma Moody and Mrs. Blanche
Flagg, all of North Nobleboro.
He was a member of the Wins
low’s Mills Methodist Church; the
Masonic Ledge of Jefferson, and the
Masonic Chapter in Rockland.
Services were at the Russell
funeral home, Monday afternoon,
Rev. Francis E. Whiting officiating.
Bearers were William W. Gregory,
Murray Whalen, Frank Piper and
Archie Bowley. Interment was In
North Nobleboro.
JAMES A. HANRAHAN
Jams A. Hanrahan, 54, native of
Rockland, the son cf Thomas and
Frances Saddingtcn
Hanrahan,
died at his home here Monday. He
was employed a number of years
by V. F Studley and more recently
at the Snow Shipyards.
He is survived by his wife. Grace
Higgins Hanrahan, and three sisters,
Miss Annie Hanrahan, Miss Frances
Hanrahan and Mrs. Beatrice Phil
brook, all of Rockland.
Services will be in St. Bernard’s
Catholic Church, Wednesday morn
ing at 9 o’clock. Interment will be
in St. James Cemetery, Thomaston.

HOT HASHES

TODAY, WED., THURS.
TW O BIO HITS TWO
M«T RA°'°;S^°S?OT
JOHNNY-ON-THB Y _
THRILL-HUNTEI

IISCELLANEOUS
2KLAND Sanitary Service. Waste
val and trucking.
Tel. 63-MHUR ST CI AIR
93*95
tISTMAS CARDS— Embossed and
senders name so for $1
Also
“t-MUlInc A- ortments
Make up
00
ca-h profit
Extra bonus.
Uenee unnecessary
Samples on
►val
PRISCILLA STUDTO6. 210
»ont St Dept 54, Boston.
93*1$
the party that was seen and
snizeo tha- took the paper carton
h entatned dishes from the resl
at 232 Broadway will return the
Immediately to the premises, no
tions will be asked and owner will
prosecute
92-94
DERLY LADIES to board. gOOcT
Ja- Ewetaoln shrdlu nu nuunu
IAS EWING. Tel. Warren. 59-2.
____________ 9395
DEN'TAL NOTICE
ring the Summer and Fall wilt
appointments for Tuesdays apd
Ws
DR J H DAMON. Dentlet.
i over Newberrv's 5 <fe 10 c*pt
'. 362 Main St Tel. 415-W. 92-tf

The Rubinstein Club will open
Its meetings for the season Friday
night at the Universalist Vestry at
8 o'clock.
Miss Mabel Spring,
president will preside. Mrs. Grace
©trout, chairman of the meeting
and also a member of the State
War Music Committee will present
the program in two parts. Part
One by the following members of
the club: Miss Dorothy Lawry,
Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis, Miss Gladys
Grant, Mrs. Marianne Bullard and
Part* Two by musicians from the
Naval Base: Ensign Forest D.
Richardson, violinist; and Yeoman
H. Byron Doren, pianist. Miss
Margaret Simmons will arrange the
decorations. Mrs. Mary Garrett
and Miss Lawry will act as hos
tesses.

Mrs. Anne Alden has returned
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. J. Rodney Weeks closed her Winslow and Mrs. John Thomas in
Summer home at Ash Print and
Bath.
left by train Sunday for Birming
ham, Mich. Mrs. Weeks enter
Carl Perrv of Warren and Joyce
tained the Rug Club Friday for an
Whitehill of Thomaston will be
all day session of hocking, with
supper guests tonight at a “clam
luncheon.
fry” at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Hunt.
Miss Virginia C. Merriam, as
sistant manager of the Sears, Roe
Mrs. Alvin C. Ramsdell suffered
buck & Co., order office, left Sun
a broken arm in a fall on a flight
day for a few days stay in Boston.
of stairs at the Ramsdell home at
Ingraham's Hill, the night of the
Hermann Behr cf Watertown,
recent blackout.
Mass., was week-end guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar E. Wishman, Tal
Mrs. Mary Acheson, who has
bot avenue.
been ill at the home of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Beech
Miss Ruth Witham, daughter of
street, is recovering.
Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Witham, went
Saturday to Washington, D. C.
The Women’s Mission Circle of
where she has a Civil Service po
the First Baptist Church will meet
sition. Miss Dorothy Witham has
Wednesday at 2.30 p. m. in the
been the guest of Mrs. Walter Hoyt
church parlors.
,
of Lynn, Mass., for two weeks.

Visit Lucien K. Green* & Son’s
econd floor, 16 School street. Odd
Tellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Smith
boats and Cloth Coats at moderate of East Lamoine, were week-end
Irices.
9M guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allston E.
Complete line of Gossard’s Miss Smith, Broadway.
impllcity Foundation garments,
Mrs. Sidney Coy and daughter.
ront lacing corsets, combinations,
Bonnie Sue, of New Britain, Conn.,
tc. Expert fitting and alterations.
are visiting Mrs. Coy’s sister, Mrs.
Irs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St.,
hone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf Dewey R. Call, West Meadow’ road.
The engagement of Lena Tinker,
(YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROMX daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Williams cf Vinalhaven, to Law
rence O’Dell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Archie O’Dell of Farmington. Ls
If you suffer from hot flashes, dlzzlannounced. Miss Tinker is em
ness, distress of ‘'irregularities”, are
weak, nervous—due to the functional
ployed at Perry’s Laundry
Mr.
"middle-age” period In a woman’s
O’Dell, formerly employed at the
life—try Lydia E. Plnkham's Vege
table Compound. It’s helped thou
Hotel Rockland, is employed by the
sands upon thousands of women to
relieve such annoying symptoms.
Independent Wholesale Grocery Co.
Follow label directions. Plnkham’s
The marriage will take place in
Compound ls worth trying!
November.

STAMPS*# BONDS

I LIVE ON
MM

U.S.WAR BONDS

“EAGLE SQUADRON”

Any Seat, Any Show. Any Time
Adults 2£c; Children 11c *

“FRIENDLY ENEMIES”

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

At Your Request
SONJA HENIE and
JOHN PAYNE in

Hotbed of World Intrigue!

“SECOND FIDDLE”
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Z"'orpor<l Lane makes a provisional
Ihree^point in the rush for Kate’s
Rumford cookies. Send your man-in
training home-baked delights. Assure
success with Rumford Baking Powder.

AU - phosphate and rich in calcium.
FREE: Patriotic pamphlet of sugarless
recipes! Conserve supplies for victo
ry. Write Rumford Baking Powder,
Box ES, Rumford, Rhode Island.

The Mission Circle met Thursday
with Mrs. Goldie Collins. The next
meeting will be with Mrs. M. A.
Fogler.
One who has seen more of the
present war than most local boys

who are in the armed service is
Frank Altonen of the Merchant
Marine. He has been spending the
Summer with his father, John Altenen, Sr., whom he has assisted in
harvesting his blueberry crop and
also helped Wis brother John, Jr.,
in clearing blueberry land. When
he arrived home he had just re
turned to the United States after a
rather exciting trip to Iceland and
Russia on a freighter which was in
a convoy of about 45 ships. He ex
pects to return to New York verjT
soon to embark on a tanker.
The Tuesday Club spent an enjoy
able evening with Mr. and Mrs. E.
Stewart Orbeton at its last meeting.
Supper was served on tables set in
the garden house and cooked at a
spacious fireplace. Later the par y
adjourned to the living room of the
Orbeton home for a social chat.
Several members, w’ho have been
unable to attend for some time were
present which added to the pleasure
of the occasion.

J. R. Simmons is receiving medi
cal treatment in New York.
Sidney Carter, who is employed
at the Kelley Boatyard in Fair
haven, Mass., passed a few days
with Mrs. Carter recently. The
latter spent Sunday with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Wal
lace of South Waldoboro.
Taking youngsters to a Summer
resort is a perfect way to keep on
being tired out

the Greatest Gift

MANAGEABLE

INDIVIDUALIZED

lull IAIINIME
laiEii CIMMIICS
3! IKITtl
Mtnaun

•*
•

in riiicis
lions

MAKE EVERT
PAY DAY

BUY STAMPS AND BONDS

X NCW *»«►.»
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■ x.Ai ^ii
tmUMTH

375 MAIN ST.,
*
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A HOWARD HAWKS. PRODUCTION
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PERMANENT
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For The Whitings

This And That

The opening meeting of the
Rockand Society for the Hard of
Hearing Thursday at the home of
Mrs. Bessie Hewett marked the
beginning of its 14th year. Mrs.
Gladys Thomas, president, outlined
plans for National Hearing Week.
Oct. 25-31 and appointed Mrs.
Blanche Witham, chairman of the
Hearing Week Sticker sale. Dur
ing this week, National attention
is directed to two vitally import
ant matters: rehabilitation of
adults and conservation of hearing
in children.
The annual membership drive
for rhe American Society for the
Hard of Hearing. Oct. 1 to Nov. 30.
is directed locally by Mrs. Bessie
Hewett who reported 7<Y74 mem
bers in 1942. With the slogan “All
Out for Victory." the goal for 1943
is 10,000 members.
Miss Maude Marsh reviewed the
Summer picnics held at Mrs.
Hewett's home and the surprise
birthday party for Miss Laura
Sylvester. Sept. 17.
The practice session was in
charge of Mrs. iNancy Brown who
based the lesson on the Hall of
Fame in, New York with special
recognition of Stephen Collins
Foster, whose bust was placed in
the Hall of Fame in May, 1941 arud
who has the distinction of being
the only composer thus honored.
Light refreshments were served
and a social hour followed. The
next meeting will be held Thurs
day, Oct. 8, in the vestry of the
First Baptist Church at 2.30 p. m.

Shower for Dorothy Keller

At the close of the weekly prayer
meeting Wednesday. Miss Dorothy
Keller was escorted to the church
vestry where friends had gathered
to give her a utility shower. After
having a corsage pinned on her
shoulder she was directed to stand
beside a table and give a speech.
As if by magic, a large box ap
peared on the table and she pro
ceeded to unwrap it and the many
smaller packages cofttained therein
cnly to find them all filled with pa
per and finally discovered a shower
card directing her to look for a red
umbrella. She returned shortly
with a sunshade from which dangled
numerous tags with complicated di
rections such as “the wheeze-box,’
“where the water stops,’’ “step on
it,” etc.
.
For the rest of the evening Dot
was kept busy trotting hither and
yon, indoors and out, until she
had found and unwrapped the last
parcel and had the fine assortment
displayed before her and the guests.
Punch and fancy cookies were
served.
Plans for the shower were made
by the pastor’s wife, Mrs. C. V.
Overman, and came as a real sur
prise to the bride-to-be.
A general Invitation has been
given to all friends atid, relatives
to attend the wedding of Miss Kel
ler to David Hamalainen which will
take place Saturday night at the
local church at 8 o’clock.
Miss Keller is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Keller, a graduate
of Rockport High School, and has
had nearly a year's course at Knox
Hospital School of Nursing.
Mr. Hamalainen is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Hamalainen, Sr.,
and is employed as boss welder at
the South Portland Shipyard.

PEKMANENTLY

BUY WAR STAMPS de BONDS

iOr SPENDING—SAVE DOUASi

Mrs. Alice Tolman.

STATE vs.* GLENN WILLETT

jtjtij

|

employed in the office of Perry’s
market. Rockland, ls now in Bath
where she has a position with the
Hyde Windlass Co. She spent the
week-end with Mrs. Amanda Lun
den.
Mr and Mrs. Everett Morse of
Franklin arrived Thursday to spend
a few days with the latter’s cousin,

Plus

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

The Hard Of Hearing

Local Society Outlines Its Reception At the First Bap
tist Church Was a
Plans For the Comnig
Union.
Happy Affair
Mrs. Charles Lunden, who was
Season

Simmons.

Our New Hit

ROBERT STACK
DIANA BARRYMORE

STEPHENSON
J. Mwerd
■ROMBERG
6E0K6E ZUCCO

FOR SALE
.’AUTIFUL Fantall
Pigeons f°r
black, tan and white; pedigreed
L 74 Beech St . CHICK SPEAR
fland
93-lt

WEST ROCKPORT
Miss Blanche Collins has returned
home after spending the past week
with Mrs. Margaret Merrifield in

Full co-ordination of the muscles
Mrs. Eleanor Stinson of Manaof
the eyes is not attained in chil
squam, N. J., is visiting for two
Spencer
Foundation*
Garment*:
dren
until their fifth year, accord
weeks at the home of her father,
individually
designed
supports
for
FRIENDSHIP
ing to the Better Vision Institute.
Charles E. Walmsley, Ingraham’s
all needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh,
Miss Haael Winchenpaw of Dutch
Hill.
235 Broadway. Tel. 290-W—adv 93-96
Neck spent the week-end with Mr.
AIR
CORPS
RATE!
and
Mrs. William Pottle.
Mrs. Joseph Jaseph of Fitchburg,
Mrs.
Ralph Simmons goes this
Mass., is visiting Mrs. Edith Fol
CA’HDEHMHEATRE
week
to
Boston where she will visit
lansbee. Masonic street.
PHONE 2519
relatives.
Miss Francis Cook has employ
TODAY—BARGAIN DAY
ment
at the home of Mrs. Ralph
TWO BIG FEATURES TWO
LAST TIMES TODAY

itftWE HE ITFT
KENT TAYLOR

'Iso a “Moat See’’ picture pro'luced by the U. S. Government.
I 'lu ll remember as long as you
u ni ember Pearl Harbor!
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DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Haskell
recently
closed
this Summer
home here and returned to Larch
mont ,N. YReginald Stahl went Tuesday to
Fort Devens, Mass., where he was
inducted into the Army.
Mrs. Minnie Ellis of Merrimac,
Mass., has been recent guest of her
sister. Mrs. Herbert Geele.
Pvt. Warren Smith came Tues
day from Maryland, fcr a short
furlough, spent with Mrs. Smith
and Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Turner went
recently to Aroostook county where
they are employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase and
son Keith of Greene, were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Chase.
Mrs. Frances B. Quiner has
closed Butter Point Farm for the
season and returned to Marb’ehead, Mass.
Arthur Creamer of South Port
land spent the week-end with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs Millard
Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Libby of
Weymouth, Mass., passed several
days recently with Mr. and Mrs.
Waldon Osier.

WASHINGTON

An informal reception was held

Friday night in the First Baptist
vestry for Rev. and Mrs Francis
Whiting. Mr. Whiting is serving
as associate pastor of the church
while Rev. J. Charles MacDonald is
convalescing,, following surgical
treatment. Mrs. Whiting, the for
mer Luella Patterson, is organist,
musical director and leader cf
joung people’s work in the church.
Those in the receiving line were
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Millard W. Hart and
Rev. and Mrs. Whiting.
A program, arranged by Osmond
F Palmer, Miss Shirlene McKin
ney and Miss Virginia Egan, was
presented, Miss Egan making the
announcements.

The program: "America,” Mrs.
J. W. Robinson, piano and Miss
Shirlene McKinney, violin; vocal
solo, "Morning,” Mrs. Ruth Hoch;
violin solo, “Old Refrain," Miss
Shirlene McKinney; vocal solo,
“That’s Why I Love Him,” Miss
Virginia White; reading, “The Sol
dier's Misfortunes," Miss McKin
ney; vocal solo, “A Little Bit of
Honey,” Miss Gladys Grant; clarinef solo, “Flower Song," Franklin
Blaisdell: vecal trio, "Under His
Wings,” Miss Grant, Mrs. Hoch
and Mrs. Margaret Dow; harmonica
solo, "Serenata.” Osmond F. Palm
er; quartet, “Beneath the Cross of
Jesus,” Mrs. Dow, Miss McKinney,
| Kenneth Hooper and Osmond F
Palmer, and "Star Spangled Ban
ner,” group singing with Mrs. Rob
inson at the piano and Miss Mc
Kinney, violinist.
Refreshments were served and a
social hour was enjoyed.

Hostess List
Rockland Servicemen’s
Club
Wed. Oct. 7—1.30 to 4 30, Mrs.
Leroy Chatto. Mrs. Herman Stan
ley; 4.30 to 7.30, Miss Marguerite
deRochemont, Mrs. Frank Tirrell;
7.30 to 1030, Miss Elsie Burbank,
Miss Lucille Curtis.
Thurs. Oct. 8—1.3!) to 4.30, Mrs.
Howard Crozier, Miss Charlotte
Buffum; 4.30 to 7.30, Miss Annie
Frost, Miss Lucille Connon; 7.30 to
10.30, Mrs. Lendon Jackscn, Jr„
Mi$s Nellie Button.
Fri. Oct. 9—1.30 to 4.30, Mrs.
David McCarty, Mrs. John Lowe;
4 30 to 7.30, Mrs. Llewella Mills,
Miss Pearl Borgerson; 7.30 to 10.30,
Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Mrs. Emily
Stevens.
Sat. Oct. 10—1.30 to 4.30— Mrs.
Brooke Gregory, Mrs. Nora Stick
ney; 4.30 to 7.30, Miss Flora Sav
age, Miss Geraldine Coffin; 7.30 to
10.30, Miss Ethel Knight, Mrs.
Ralph Feyler.
Sun. Oct. 11—>1.30 to 4.30, Mrs.
Frances Seabury, Mrs. George Da
vis; 4.30 to 730. Miss Mildred Lar
son, Mrs. Edward Veazie; 7.30 to
10.30, Miss Gladys Blethen, Mrs.
Sam Smail.
-Mon. Oct. 12—1.30 to 4 30. Mrs.
Joseph Emery, Mrs. Roy Welker;
430 to 7.30. Mrs. Jchn Pomeroy,
Mrs. John J. Snow; 7.30 to 1030,
Miss Joyce Johnsen, Mrs J Laroy
Brown.
Tues. Oct. 13—1.30 to 4.30, Mrs.
Bernice Havener. Mrs. Alan Grossman; 430 to 730, Mrs. Ina Clukey,
Miss Virginia Richardson; 7.30 to
1030, Miss Emma Harding, Miss
Helen Coltart.

Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Turner
spent a few days recently nt his
home in the village.
The Red Cress met at, the Ma
sonic recreation rocm recently. The
resignation of Lina Bartlett as
chairman was accepted and Har
riette Jones elected to fill her
place.
Several from here went to Union
to attend the Seven Tree Grange
fair Wednesday. Overlock's Old
Timers furnished music for the
dance.
Merle Jones of Liberty was in
Substitutes—Mrs. E. E. Stoddard,
town Wednesday on business con
Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. Ida Don
nected with the schools.
dis. Mrs. Ernest Buswell, Mrs.
Edward Ludwig? who has employ
George Orcutt.
ment in Scuth Portland, was a re
cent visitor at the home of his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L Ludwig.
FOR
At the recent meeting of the
Ladies Guild these officers were
ICTORY
elected: Harriette Jones, President;
Esther Peabody, secretary; Ruth
Boynton, treasurer. The meeting
BUY
which was held at the home of
UNITED STATES
Mrs. Abbie Creamer was, besides
BONDS * STAMPS
being a Guild meeting, a going
away party in honor of Marcia
Sanborn who will be leaving soon
to join Mr. Sanborn, who is em
ployed at the Bath shipyard. Re
freshments were served by the
hostess, Mrs. Creamer.
* k
Mrs. Inez Cunningham spent
Thursday with her sister. Mrs.
Blanche Leigher in North Burkett
ville, while Mr. Cunningham was
in Appleton at work on soil con
servation with the several farmers
in various sections of the town.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Poor of New
Bedford, Mass., were visitors at
William Prescott’s the past week.
Several of the town’s boys went
to Portland last week for examina
tions and will leave fcr camp in
about two weeks.

By K. S. F.

They make earrings out of gourds
in Mexico and make many orna
ments that their pretty girls enjoy.
• • * •
That set of chimes with 10 bells
at the Bangor Universalist Church
was the second set installed in this
State. It is a joyous feeling to
listen in when they are ringing and
the heart responds with music in
the soul.
e • • •
We are short on rubber,
We are cut on gas.
Where’s the coffee?
What abcut tea?
Whence comes peace?
Our courage never wanes.

We are swift on flight,
Long on spirit
Crowding brave men
We’ll help rebuild
This world again.
• • • •
Production has arrived at the
point where, if you add a thing to
our program, then you have to sub
tract something.—War Production
Board Chairman Donald M. Nelson.

More than three-fourths of the
American steel industry’s limestone
requirements are supplied by Michi
gan, Ohio and Pennsylvania.
• * • •
There are many known deposits
of minerals in Canada and Maine,
some of them of immense value.
Amber, bentonite, corundum, diatomite, feldspar, graphite, mica and
phosphate rocks are among these,
with others of value.
• • • •
It was a fine thought of the “Care
of Wildlife Society” to give to all
who gave up a gun and a promise
to let wild life live should be given
a camera. This was done in some
States and now that Fall hunting
is near, lt would be well to think it
out again.
• • * •
The general opinion of rubber
experts is that synthetic rubber is
from 15 to 30 percent better than
natural rubber for average uses.
• • • •
“I want some grapes for my sick
husband. Do you know if any
poison has been sprayed cn these
you have?”
Clerk: “No, Ma'am. You'll have
to go to the druggist for that.”
• • • •
In 1941, two and a half billion
pounds of candy were sold valuptl
at $4,000,000. That locks as if this
country likes sweets.
* • * •
Did you ever learn that Indians
sent wireless signals by placing a
hollow log in a river and beating
the uppermost end with a stick?
The vibration sound would carry
for many miles in the water . Wise
Indians.
4 • • •

Fifteen thousand pounds of wocl
scraps were collected by the Chi
cago Red Cross from tailor shops
and factories. When reprocessed it
will provide uniforms for 5,000 sol
diers. That is thrift.
• • • •
Some of the highly specialized
technicians sent to various battlefronts from the plants of Ameri
can aircraft builders to service
U. S.-built fighters and bombers
are so versatile that they can put
together an airworthy plane fror.i
broken craft cf four makes—in
cluding R. A F. parts.
• 444

\

A letter received by me from
United States Marine headquarters
at New River, N. C. told of the
jcy experienced in reading books
sent them, and the habit of sign
ing their names to all books reaJ.
One bock that came to R. S. F.
had 533 names in it and this same
bcok had been to England, Africa.
Cuba, Manila and Pearl Harbor.
The comment was, “The person who
gave that book did a swell service
for their country. Gifts like that
ipean a pt to service men.” Keep
this thought in your mind when
you send along books.
4

4

4

4

Young male seals, known Ns
bachelors, supply almost the entire
fur trade demand for seal fur.
4 4

4 4

It's not too late for a good co’’n
pudding, so try this one: Three
cups of com scraped from the cob,
M teaspoon salt, shake ot pepper.
1 teaspoon sugar, l4 teaspoon celery
seed, 2 tablespoons butter melted,
2 eggs well beaten, 2-3 cup top of
milk. Mix and bake in shallow
dish 40 minutes .
4 4 4 4

The human eye is 300,000 times
more sensitive to dim light than is
the thermopile, the most sensitive
physical instrument devised by hu
man ingenuity, asserts the Better
Vision Institute.
n,,„ War Qavlnm Rnnrls nnrt RUmni

Ants are ccns'dered to have the
most powerful jaw ferip cf any in
sects or animals.
4 4 4 4

• “David, see If you can tell the
class what a saw horse -is.”
David: "I ain’t sure but it must
be the past tense of sea horse,” .

V•X
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AND NOW—THE 15% CLUB IS HERE

Realm

Sorry To Lose Her

THE LYRIC MUSE

Ruth Hunter Trueworthy,
Formerly of Rockland,
Leaves School She Has
Long Taught

of

Mu

iy

Gladyt St. Clair Heistad

The Introduction of a course in the translation of the texts of the
Jazz at the New England Conserva songs and the explanatory notes
for the accompanying booklet, re
tory of Music, that conservative in
calls that this hymn was sung by
stitution, has caused no end of the Norwegian people in front of
tongues to wag. Ruby Newman, the Trondheim Cathedral on Peb
jazz orchestra leader, was the flrst 1, 1942, when the Gestapo denied
one of Ahis department to report, the worshippers entrance to the
finding that four students had church. It was also sung by the
crowds on the docks as the “hell
signed up for this tradition-break
ship” Skjerstad carried Norwegian
ing class. Mr. Newman confesses teachers to slave labor in the
that he and his hand-picked staff Arctic because they refused to be
of swing musicians feel pretty traitors to their calling.
much like pioneers, which has The other four songs are similar
prompted them to devote otherwise ly tied up with the struggle of the
highly lucrative hours to giving men and women of Norway against
young men and women the wealth nazism. They are: “Vi Vil Oss et
of their professional experience. Land” (Song of Freedom), poem by
They feel it ls an excellent oppor Per Sivle and music by Christian
tunity to demonstrate their convic Binding; “Norske Plygere (Nor
tions that a knowledge and sound wegian Pliers) dedicated to the
foundation in both types of music, Royal Norwegian Air Force, which
classical and Jazz, can benefit per has been operating from Allied
formers most advantagously. To bases and which expects to lead
explain this, Mr. Newman said: the way back home; “Alt for
“The good simple effects you often Norge” (All Por Norway), whose
hear in the latest piece are very words are by Arnulf Overland, a Bell Shops Eexcutives, left to right, Gecrge Paulson, merchandising man
likely picked up through study of radical poet now in a German con ager; Ernest Bourque, office manager; and Samuel Smith, general manager
classical music, and lots of the centration camp; it ls a tribute to
It was originated by the Bell their salary toward the purchase
rhythms and muted tones in King Haakon VII, who has stood Shops, one of flew England's largest 01 War Bonds and Stamps This
modern symphonic music have been by the democratic traditions of his
resulted in a complete enrollment
first developed ln Jazz.”
people;
and
“Hjemmefrontens chain of women’s specialty shops. of Bell Shop employes.
One point ls emphatically taken Sang” (Song of the Home Front), witli a membership of over 400
Now. every member of the Bell
—the standards in the new popular an old folk tune that has acquired employes.
Sheps is purchasing 10 percent of
courses are to be as high as those new words and has become the
Here’s howt it came about.
their salary in War Bonds and
maintained in the classical courses. song of the underground.
In order to stimulate the pur Stamps and receiving an additional
• • • •
Another newcomer on the fac
chase of War Bonds, the manage 5 percent from the management,
ulty of the New England Conserva
A new edition of Baker’s Bio ment of the Bell Shops offered to so that the Bell Shop employes are
tory of Music is known to many graphical Dictionary of Musicians all employes an additional 5 percent purchasing 15 percent in War Bonds
music devotees in this section— (fourth edition) is recently off the if they contributed 10 percent ol each week.
Boris Goldovsky, son of Mme. Lu press.
(O. Schirmer, Inc. New
boshutz who has long been a Sum Ybrk City). The old articles have
!
FORTY YEARS FROM NOW
mer resident' at Rockport. Mr. been revised and brougnt up to
Par
in the future’s ^reen quiet
Ooldovsky has also spent several date, and 3,000 new items are
Summers in Rockport and has been included.
Friendship Woman Elected ness, cloistered and campused, col
heard in many Camden and Rock
legians are gathered In out-of-door
The flrst edition of Baker’s came
To Office At State Con
port concerts, usually as accom out 40 years ago. The original
classes, some beautiful Spring. They
panist for his mother or in en compiler and editor was Dr. Theo
yawn and they stretch on the
vention of P. T. A.
semble work with stringed instru dore Baker (1851-1934). who was in
tender new grasses to hear the in
The State Parent-Teachers An structor talk causes and battles
ments. At the Conservatory he will time and rank among America’s
nual Convention was held in Ban and gains for society, won by the
act as supervisor of the new Opera first musicologists.
School, his plans including the
In "Maryland Main and the gor, Oct. 1 and 2. Among the offi Second Word War, or the War of
presentation of operas in English Eastern Shore” by Hulbert Pootner. cers elected was Mrs. Charles H. Survival. A squirrel’s quick oscil
and the application of the dramatic there is an interesting bit about Stenger of Friendship, sixth vice latory progression quite easily cap
methods of the Moscow Art the original draft of the national president. ’
tures their fluid attention. One
Theatre. Por the past six years Mr. anthem. It is to this effect—
Members increased from 5000 to student is aptly reminded of nodes
Goldovsky has been head of the
When Francis Scott Key had 11,000 during the year. Important and of loops in a vibrating string.
Opera Department of the Cleveland scribbled down the flrst draft of speakers included:
Another remembers the day that
Institute of Music, and has also The Star Spangled Banner on an
he
flung a, flat stone at the sea,
Dr. Everett Ross Clinchy, Direc
conducted opera classes at the old envelope, he came to Annapolis tor of the National Conference of how it bounded again and again.
Berkshire Center. Musicians who to show it to his father-in-law, Christians and Jews, who spoke on The huntsman among them im
are familiar with his work tell me Judge Nicolson. After having made “Our Human Birth-right.”
agines the thrill were the tail on
that he is singularly successful in certain alterations at the older
Mrs. Garry Cleveland Meyers, the squirrel but waved by a fox.
this art.
man’s suggestion, he copied it and who visited the State last April The eagerest student but pictures
The nation’s leading music trade (tossed the original in a wastebasket and spoke at all District Conven the clashing of armies, the splash
organizations have just been hold-; Mrs. Nicolson retrieved it and tions, returned to speak on “At ing of blood on the mud of a field,
ing conventions in Chicago, and stuck it in the pigeon-hole of a
mosphere in the Home.” She also and the slaughter of Japs and of
one thought seems to run through desk. This was in 1814. In 1857,
fed a panel disdursion on “Look Germans, but never of his klfid.
their statements—and that is, mu the Nicolson place was taken into ing Forward to Marriage.” It was
Luxurious reveries, rightful in
sic should become more a part of the Academy grounds and the interesting and enjoyed by every peace.
dally life in a wartime nation. furniture removed from the house. parent.
The patient instructor drones on,
They moved to have more rousing The old desk was in time inherited
forsaking
the Solomon Islands, to
Dr. Lodis E. Hutte, the new
send-offs for departing draftees, by a daughter of the family, but
State physical director, discussed take a brief look at the States.
more singing in parks and public it was not until 1890 that the old
“Health Recreation for Manie.” (The squirrel has gone). Now what
places, more band concerts to help envelope was discovered in its
Dr. Harry V. Gilson, Commissioner is he saying?
raise money for war bonds, more pigeon-hole.' The discovery of the
"The slothful people lay abed and
of Education, spoke on the educa
group singing by soldiers wherever original manuscript of The Star
let
their patriotic fellowmen stand
tional problems that face the State
they are.
guard
for them. Such wishfulSpangled Banner created a furore. at this critical time.
More music in munitions and J. P. Morgan offered $25,000 for it,
thinking
folk believed the war
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, President
war production factories is an es- but the owner, a wealthy woman,
could
soon
be won with little effort
of the University of Maine, pre
pecial aim of the National Associa- preferred to sell it to the Walters
on
the
part
of non-combatants; in
sented the “Challenge tb Maine
tion of Music Merchants. They , Art Gallery in Baltimore for $2,500,
ability to recognize their lack of
Education.” His address was most
cite the Successful use of music in where it now rests.
help, or puny help, as such, and so
inspiring.
England and to some plants of this'
___________ _
to thoroughly extend themselves,
Guy G. Smith, State Publicity
country where programs radiocast j
MATINIPIIQ
undoubtedly prolonged the war a
Chairman, and aso President of
over loud-speaker systems helped I
™ '■'*■’0
year, or maybe two and cost us
speed up the tempo of production,' Mr„
Mrs Hirry Uebert of Rocsevelt P.T.A. Unit of Portland thousands of our kin. As soon as
helped reduce accidents and fatigue.
»arbor ^nt “ week with Mrs spoke on “Publicity Aims and Russia was subdued, the Germans
Ahd have boosted the morale of the Uel*rts mcth*r’ ^rs Esther A™s- Methods for Parent-Teachers Or flattened England, bombed New
on their way to Boston, where Mr.' ganizations." His talk was, ‘Out
York and Boston and the rest, be
the new records Is an Lleebert exp^c.s lo obtain work. of the Strong, Came Something
cause our foolish, selfish country
album put out by Keynote. It is a
Ames
“c‘»et. Mrs. Sweet.”
men refused to make the utmost
The emphasis of the Convention of their pereparation time.”
tribute to the Fighting Men ot ^“Pbeil. accctnpanted then,.
Norway, whose fight against the in- j
Ripley made a business trip was placed on the Youth of day
Cursed luxury of fanciful inani
—a plea not to neglect children. ties, keeping the flag of vigor
vader by underground means and ^o Rockland the past week,
abroad openly through its official j Marion Wallace cf Rockland They cannot relive their lives. furled. Vile treason of vanities,
government and its seamen, fliers,1 spent a few days recently with her Citizens must do all in then- and tragedy of selfishness that bled
power to give them everything a world.
soldiers and sailors, has won the (grandmother, Ellen Wallace,
admiration of all the allied naMrs. Oscar Ames has returned possible in home, school, and com
Stephen Allen Lavander
tions. This album contains six from Rockland where she was munity.
Thomaston.
Songs of Norwegian Freedom, and called by the illness of her
they bespeak the valor and spirit daughter.
MEDOMAK
APPLETON MILLS
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Philbrook and
and the unflinching courage of the
Miss Pauline McLain has re
Mrs.
Fred Demuth went recently
Norwegian people. The singing is daughter Grace are visiting rela turned heme after spending the
to
Massachusetts,
called by the ill
done hy the Zion Norwegian Lu tives in Bath and Portland.
past week with relatives in South ness of her mother.
theran Chorus directed by Agnes
Mrs. Flora Philbrook has re- Hiram.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman,
Forde. It begins with the Nor-j turned from Rockland where she
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Walter of
daughters
Lola and Selma, and
weglan national anthem and fol was a patient in the Knox Hospital Waldoboro visited Sunday at Clif
Miss
Polly
Thompson, of Houlton,
lows with Martin Luther’s hymn. for several, weeks.
ford Shuman’s.
have
been
visiting Mr. and Mrs.
“A Mighty Fortress Is Our Ood,”
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grinnell of
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and
which was sung by the soldiers of Springfield, Mass., and Mrs. Addie three children were guests Sunday Albert Sherman the past three
weeks.
Gustavus Adolphus during the Leeman of Palermo, recently spent of relatives in Nobleboro.
S. C. Waixer, of Ballard Vale.
Thirty Years’ War.
a few days at their Summer home
Mrs. Martha Simmons and son
Dr. Frank Nelson who prepared here.
Mass.,
has been guest of his niece.
Richard of Lewiston spent the
week-end at Ira Simmons’ on Long Mrs. Edith W. Gurney. Mr. Walker
is 84 and very smart for his age.
Island.
Officers elected in Golden god
Mrs. Regina Carter and Mrs.
Annie Genthner passed several Rebekah Lodge are: Noble grand,
Carolyn Page; vice grand, Hanna
days in Portland recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin McLain. Salo; recording secretary, Carrie
financial
secretary,
Theodore McLain and Almond Mc Cummings;
Lain attended funeral services Helen Gushee; treasurer, Mabelle
Tuesday for Mrs. Mary McLain in Keene; trustee. Edith Gurney; jani
4W
BOSTON
tor, Helen Simpson.
,
Thomaston.
Hers Ss a hotel tor permanent and transient guests away irom the
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Simmons of
IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
bustle o( the commercial hotel, ia a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
Friendship were guests Sunday of
enjoy. Only $ minutes to downtown Boston by rapid transit Family
Clara Carter.
WHAT CAUSES IT?
suites available. Garage facilities ooanected. No liguor sold.
Mrs. Freda Collamore visited her A booklet containing tho opinions of fam
Boom and hath irom $3 — double irom $5 — suites irom $6
sister in Friendship recently.
ous doctors on this interesting subject will
Mrs. W. H. Hurter has returned be sent FREE, while they last, to any reader
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
from a trip to her home in Cam writing to the Educational Division, 535
Kenmore Square
Henry A. Burnham. Mgr.

Is Vice President

bridge, Mass.

Fifth Ave., New York, N. V, Dept. K663

ISSUED
TUESDAY

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscriber!
BIRDS OF GRAY
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
A great gray bird with shining wings
Sails gracefully through the blue;
It seems to say. “Take strength. Faint
Heart,
We're watching over you.”
The hum of wings comes floating
down—
Sweet music over all;
It seems to say. "We re flying high
You’ve naught to fear.
'Tls free
dom's call.”
New faith and courage seem to come
We drv our misty eyes.
We chide our cowardly doubts and
fears
•
As strength falls from the skies.
Seme dav another bird will fly
As ln that olden day.
With tidings to a tired world
Of peace that's come to stay.
Margaret Elwell
Spruce Head

Winnegance pupils and parents
leam with regret that Mrs. Ruth
Trueworthy, for 20 years teacher of
the village school, ls resigning her
position there to accept one in Bath
on the staff of teachers at the new
Lieut. John E. L Huse Memorial
School which will be opened soon
and which It is planned to dedi
cate, with appropriate ceremonies.
She will teach the seventh grade
in the fine new building.

AND

AGO

FRIDAY
Established January,

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which Interested

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period ln 1917.

Miss Ruth Blackington was
teaching drawing in the New Brit
ain (Conn.) schools.
The score stood three games to
one in the Carverites’ favor in the
Alderbush League at Oakland
Park.
The block on Main and Myrtle
streets was being enlarged.
Harry H. Brown and Woodbury
L. Richards bought the Alperin
fruit store in Rankin block.
Rev. J. Edward Newton, pastor
of the Congregational Church was
appointed as a YMCA, war secre
tary in France.
Mrs. Lorinda Borstal resigned
as matron of the Home for Aged
Women, and Mrs. Jennie Harvey
of the Highlands was chosen a»
her successor.
Capt. William Ward brought
the schooner Frontenac back to an
Atlantic port after discharging a
valuable cargo In Italy. Saw no
subs.
The famous 20-mule borax team
from Death Valley passed' through
Rockland.
Jesse L. Wentworth of Appleton
was chosen president at the
Wentworth family reunion.
George E. Pottle of Lewiston was
re-elected president when the
Maine Association of County Com

During her long service ln the
Winnegance school. Mrs. True
worthy has been popular with par
ents and pupils, teaching all grades
through the eighth, and her pupils
entering Morse High have done so
with excellent ranks and prepared
ness. During the Pall term, which
opened last month, there have been
approximately 40 pupils under her
direction in the little one room
schoolhouse.
It is understood that Supt. Oil
TAKE THOU MY HAND
man has deciifcd to divide the
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
At dawn, when light
breaks softly school into the platoon system, the
o'er the sea.
younger children going in the fore
And shadows flee away.
Take Thou my hand and walk with me noon and the older ones in the
Into the coming day.
afternoon.—Bath Daily Times.
At noon, when heavy burdens press on
Mrs. Ivan Acel Trueworthy, whom
every hand
And clouds doth darksome be.
the above Item concerns, is the for
'Tls sweet to know my Saviour under
mer Miss Ruth C. Hunter of Rock
stands.
That He still leadeth me.
land. She ls a daughter of Mr. and
At twilight, when rich tints still batbe Mrs. P. J. Hunter of Rockville, for
the sky.
Day’s busy bustling past,
merly of Rockland. Both she and
Take Thou my hand and linger nigh.
Mr. Trueworthy, who is also a for
As night shades gather fast.
At night, when all of worldly hope and mer Rockland resident, are gradu missioners held its annual meeting
fear
ates of Rockland High School and in this city. Gov. Carl E. Milli
Lies dormant for a time;
Still unafraid I sleep, for He ls near.
attended University of Maine.
ken was a guest.
Secure by love divine.
Dr. C. F. French bought a house
Mary E. L. Taylor
RUTH E. GREENE
Tenant's Harbor.
on Amesbury street.
Ruth Ellen Greene, daughter of
• • • •
Harold
W.
and
Mabel
B.
Greene,
WE LL WIN
These births were recorded:
|For The Courier-Gazette]
was born In this city July 11, 1929.
Rockport, Sept. 18, to Mr. and
Freedom’s Lamp- that
burns with She
attended' the Elementary Mrs. Ralph Robbins, a daughter.
flame unfailing.
Our martyred ones have died to keep Schools and was to enter the
Rockland, Sept. 19, to Mr. and
thee bright.
Eighth Grade this Fall, but was Mrs. Francis W. Hall, a son—
Shall It be proven to be unavailing
Their sacrifice?
Oh. no, we'll win, unable to attend because of ill Richard C.
despite
The renegades, whose blood-polluted health.
Thomaston, Sept. 17, to Mr. and
fingers
She
was
a
librarian
of
the
Junior
Mrs.
Fred R. Condon, a daughter.
Now fasten slavery’s chains on broken 1
lives;
Choir
of
the Congregational
Boothbay Harbor, Sept. 19. to
United, we’ll fight on while credence
Church and a member of the Dr. and Mrs. William H. Sanborn,
lingers
And one man loving liberty survives! Church School in the class of Mrs.
a son.
Of no avail the lessons we are learn Irma Anderson. This past Sum
Rockland Sept. 23, to Mr. and
ing
Absurd
the sleepless
nights and mer she attended the Daily Bible Mrs. F. L. Studley, a son.
haunting fears?
Unrecompensed
the
prayers,
the Vacation SSchool at Littlefield Me*
Rockland, Sept. 21, to Mr. and
women yearning
morial
Church.
Por
several
years
Mrs.
George B. Davis, a daughter.
To see a face last visioned through
their tears?
she has been a piano pupil of Mrs. —■Lois.
In vain do freedom’s hosts now die
Faith Berry.
ln glory
Jefferson, Sept. 9. to Mr. and
At war’s each far-flung outpost of the
After a short illness of two weeks Mrs. Henry Cunningham, a son.
world?
Nay, when finis ls written to the story she went to her Heavenly Father
• • • •
We’ll see our starry banner still un Sept. I'l.
The
marriages
for this period
furled.
Funeral
services
were
held
at
the
were:
“We shall fight on,’’ the pledges
have been spoken
home of her parents. Rev. Roy A.
Bangor, Sept. 15, Richard A.
By pilots, sailors, soldiers and ma
rines.
Welker officiated. The bounteous Rhodes of Portland and Miss Jane
“We shall fight on,’’ the echo comes
floral tributes given by relatives, I Hall, formerly of Richmond.
unbroken
From workers on the farms and at neighbors and friends was deeply
Friendship, Sept. 15. Fred Young
machines.
Untied, we press forward on this appreciated/ and helped to soften of Cushing and Bertha M. Brad
crusade
the sadness of this occasion. She ford of Friendship.
To gain for all a sane security;
Undaunted, unrelenting, unafraid—
is
survived by her father, mother
Friendship, Sept. 15, Almond
Till faith results In ultimate victory.
and
one
sister,
Dorothy
Ann.
Packard of Waldoboro and Edna
Nellie M. Ervlne
Tenant’s Harbor.
Interment was in the family lot Welch of Friendship.
at Sea View Cemetery. Bearers
Camden, Sept. 20, William Ben
The World At War were William Seavey, Allen Saw nett and Ethel Kartright.
yer, Milton V. Rollins and Percy
Appleton, Sept. 19, Guy P. Ting
HiU.
ley
of Houlton and Mildred Went
Authentic Picture Begins
worth of Appleton.
Three-Day> Showing At
Portland, Sept. 19, Lester M.
PORT CLYDE
the Park Today
J. Newton Broadbent and son Withee of Swan's Island and
r
..........
For the flrst time in the .history Irvin have returned to New York
of motion pictures, movie Ians all after spending the Summer here.
over America are going to see a , Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown ol
full-length feature film presented South Portland passed the week
by the United States Government. end with Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Davis.
It is called “The World At War,” ■Miss Dora Seavey, a student at
and it is a film that is packed with' Burdett College in Boston, spent

OUR BIG

Miss Ida M. Winslow of Rockland
Rockland, Sept. 2, Cliffoid u|

Smith and Nina F. Graham.
Rtockland, Sept. 13, James s|
Hines and Miss Alice Allen
Rockland, Sept. 15, William jj,
Hooper and Agnes L. Demuth
Rockland, Sept. 15, Harold J
Stetson of Thomaston and Ugi..|
S. Currier of Rockland.
Rockland, Sept. 22, Charles w.l
Halstead of Rockland and Ca«e.|
lena S. Whitcomb of Thomaston
Rockland, Sept. 26, Harold p|
Stanley and Eva B. Young
Warren, Sept. 24, Cle .'eland
Overlook and Miss Goldie Newbert.1
Camden, Sept. 12, William h:|
Barker and Reta A. Ellis.
• ♦ * •

A. P. Gray of Warren fracturedl
one of his ankles badly when h.J
jitney overturned.

Charles S. Preble was engaged!
as principal of Camden Highl
School in place of Principal Har-|
riman who was drafted.
Mrs. Edward Baxter Perry diedl
in Camden.
Andrew Scott of the

CamderJ

Woolen Mill died suddenly u,|
Hartland. »
Dr. S. B. Overlook of Pomfret!
Conn, was making his annual visitT
to his father, Nathaniel Overlock.1
90.
Joseph D. Vaughn was the newi
principal of Thomaston HighT
School.
James A. Clark, 76, died in Wes:|
Rockport.
Sidney Wyllie of Warren sus-l
tained a crushed foot while work-1
ing in the Thomaston shipyard.
The four-masted schooner Jes-I
sie G. Noyes, 1600 tons, wasl
launched from the Washburn yard|
in Thomaston.

CUSHING
Mrs. Edith Burdick of Portlair'.|
and Warren, and son James cfl
Washington, D. C., were recent vis.-f
tors at the Vinal cottage.
Newton H. Street of Woodbridge!
COnn., is at his shore cottage for al
few days to close the place for the|
Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Broughton are|
closing their Pleasant Fields home J
and returning to. New York this a
week.

/

Collections In Rod

O’clock
Rockland’s intensive dr:
scrap metal, rubber and rag
ed with a "bung” Thursday
wh«n pupils in all the scho
vassed the city for lnformati
to kind of scrap, approx
■weight and the name and ai
of the person having the
available for donation.
Mimeographed
blanks,
spaces for entering the needc
formation, were prepared an<
tributed by the school depar
under the direction of Aide
Allen, superintendent of se
and Joseph E. Blaisdell, pn
of the High School. Pupil
excused for the afternoon to
important task.

The Information blanks wej
turned to each pupil’s honx
at school this morning.
Horatio C. Cowan, who is
ing up the city drive, under t
rection of Cleveland Sleepe
courfty and city salvage chai
said that collection of the
of scrap will be made this
noott, starting at 3 o’clock
Members of the troops o

Scouts of America, together

Warren Man Invo
Royal R. Hall Defendan'
Plaintiff In Automob
Suits
Royal R. Hall of Warren
fendant in three damage am
sonal suits of $7,200 brought
McKee family members of
ner and Chelsea as Kennebec
ty Superior court opened tq
A Chevrolet 1% ton truck,
of furniture, two autos, an
people were involved in the
dent of Nov. 29, 1941 in Yy
Verne McKee of Gardiner,
of the truck load of furniture
his wife and son with him
$2,000 from Royal R. Hall
fendent, claiming damage
truck, furniture and person
juries. The plaintiff alleges 1
driving westerly toward Walt
when truck engine started 1
and he turned into drivew;

DANCE
Every Saturday Nig!
LAKEHURST

v WEEK
SPECIAL FEATURES
PAGES 4 AND 5

8.30 to 12.00

. DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
Music by
BUD CLARK AND HIS B

JWflfdeafer

* feager car fefe f

fast action, turbulent drama and the week-end with her parents, Mr.
stark realism, based bn never-be and Mrs. Fred Seavey.
Miss Helen Gilman, Miss Pene
fore-seen newsreels, skillfully woven

into a remarkable, hard-hitting
story. It starts a run at Park
Theatre today, Wednesday and
Thursday.
• • Covering the decade which led
to the treacherous attack on Pearl
Harbor last December 7, "The
World at War” traces and picturizes the grim pattern of aggression
of Germany, Italy and Japan. It
includes secret Axis-made films,
captured and confiscated by our
government when we went to war.
These films showing the “glories”
of the Hitler regime and the terror
of the Nazi reprisals, were Intended
to frighten the democracies into
submission and to spur the Ger
mans on to greater sacrifices.
They never succeeded in gaining their objective. Incorporated
into this film, they serve only to
show Mr. and Mrs. America how
powerful and vital is our stake in
this war and how strong and united
is the cause of the Allied Nations.
Among the outstanding scenes sup
plied by the British, Soviet and
United States Governments are in
cluded the flre-bombing of London,
the gallant resistance of the Rus
sian people, the heroic tenacity ot
the defenders of China, the stag
gering picture of the American war
effort.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

lope Whitehead and Miss Daisy
Whitehead have returned to New
York after spending the Summer
at their cottage on the Back Shore.
Mr. Abbott of Norridgewock is
guest of his sister, Mrs. Mary
Barton.
Miss Alice Breen and Miss Lucy
Breen, who were employed in
Massachusetts the past Summer,
and Lloyd Breen of the Coast
Guard, have been visiting their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew

It’ll Make You Fightinf

I
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Form a Driving Club. Reduce speed te
at least ”40”. Take it easy on starts,
stops and curves. Avoid bumping curbs,

. ih ■•'■"■■ill

Next, term the habit of bringing your
car to a Pontiac dealer at lead
once a month tor a FREE inspection.

HERE’S WHAT YOUR DEALER CAN DO

Breen.

'Rev, Maurice Dunbar conducted
the service Sunday at the Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson
and son of Rockland have been

War Savings Bonds and Stamps

1
Such regular FREE inspection reveals
mtnor mssadjustments before they can
cause permanent damage or costly
repairs—AND—gtvet your dealer—

—the opportunity to perform correct
maintenance services plus many FREE
helps; such as inflating tires, filling
battery, checking wheel alignment

TMflae 'd&te
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Saves money

Assures prompt,

eo-oper-

C. W. Hopkins, Inc.
712 MAIN ST.
JkOCKLAJfD, HE.

C.W

o
Q

He prescribes only neces
sary operations

You pay only for what you
peed when you need it
Lengthening

car

12 BAYVIEW 8T.
CAMDEN, MS

LA
At Damariscotta, R

TO HELP BUILD—!

MODER'

life at

minimum coat

Hopkins, Inc.

BUD CL

MONEY

BETTER IN 6 IMPORTANT WAYS

A Includes special free ex” amination by a trained
motor doctor

IDr.TruesElixir

NOTE—If you plan to s

SATUI

......
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SUNDAY SHOWS
3.00, 5.00, 7.00. 9.9

FINAL DAN

and Mrs. Sydney Davis and
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard were In
Thomaston to attend the funeral
services for Mrs. Lorania Young.
Mte. Merrill Chadwick of Hart
ford is at home, called by the Illness
of her father, Capt. Bert. Simmons.
Mrs. Mollie Seavey entertained
the Baptist Circle Wednesday.

1'

attend the 5.00 o’cl

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Freeland
Thompson.
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©stive attention
for VICTORY wMh

AMERICAJW

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN DO

Harold C. Ralph
ROUTE NO. 1
WALDOBORO.

Rockland Loar
18 SCHOOL STREE

